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Newton Feels
the Pinch

Kennedy Leads Conference
By Karen L. Palmer
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

"His accomplishments are
truly too numerous to mention
and his reputation indeed precedes him," said Boston College
President William P. Leahy, SJ,
introducing the keynote speaker
for the University/Community
Partnership Conference on
Wednesday, January 21 in Fulton
Hall.
United States Senator Edward M. Kennedy delivered the
keynote address at the conference attended by presidents and
top administrators from over 65
Massachusetts universities and
colleges.
The conference, sponsored
by Kennedy's office, focused on
ways in which institutions of
higher learning can form beneficial partnerships with their communities.
Leahy began the conference
with a speech detailing BC's
commitment to involvement in
its surrounding communities.
"The wonderful thing about
our collaboration with the school
and the community, beyond the
obvious help we can bring, is
that BC's faculty and students
gel to work across professional
and school lines," Leahy said.
Leahy stressed the importance of the conference.
"We havethe chance to build
a model of university-community partnership which can be
successfully replicated across

Expensive lawyer fees are forcing
city to reconsider position
By Amy Martin
HEIGHTS

STAFF

Lawyers representing the
city of Newton have approached
Boston College about the possibility of settling its lawsuit
against the city out of court.
According to Associate
Council for BC Joseph Herlihy,
the University received a communication from the city in December, expressing an interest
in engaging in settlement discussions.
Apparently, the lawsuit has
thus far cost the city more than
originally anticipated.
In early December, City
Solicitor Daniel Funk requested
additional funding for the lawsuit from the Newton Board of
Aldermen.
Funk must get approval
from two academic committees
before the city will pay the new

billFunk could

legal
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Senator Kennedy endorsed university/ community partnerships last Wednesday to college professors and administrators.

this state, our region and the
country," Leahy said.

Leahy then introduced
See COMMUNITY, p. 8

not be reached
for comment. According to The
Newton TAB, Leonard Gentile,
chairman of the Programs and
Services Committee, said he
asked Funk about the possibility
of settling out of court to avoid

the increasing cost of the lawsuit.
Attorney Arthur Krieger,
who began working on the case
in August as the city's outside
counsel, has billed the city
$43,000 for work up through the
month of October.
Krieger's original estimate
was between $35,000 and
$40,000 for the entire case.
His workload increased
when Assistant Solicitor Francis
Balm, who was assigned to
handle the case, left the law department last month.
When Funk solicited the
Board for more money, he requested an additional $55,000 to
cover the case.
If the case goes to trial, the
proceedings will add more to the
cost, since Land Court Justice
Karen Scheler asked both sides
to do more preparation before
the new trial date on March 30.
Officials for BC are not releasing the cost of the trial thus

far.
"Whatever the city claims it
has spent, you can be sure that
the college has spent more,"

See UNIVERSITY, p. 9

Clemmensen Breaks NCAA Hockey Record
By Alan Pisano
Staff

heights

Saturday

night, the Boston
College Eagles moved one
small step closer to capturing the HOCKEY EAST title,
and goalie Scott Clemmensen
took a final step into the record
books.
The Eagles won 6-3 over
the University of MassachusettsAmherst, a team thathas not won

Sports
a HOCKEY EAST game all season. To everyone's surprise, the

Minutemen hung tough with the
sixth-ranked Eagles, who were
forced to rely on the leadership
of their upperclassmen and excellent goaltending from
Clemmensen, to hold off the
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With the BC fans counting down
to the 8:57 mark, there was a
mix-up in front with three seconds to go. Clemmensen tried to

put the puck in the corner, but it
bounced off a skate in front, and
fortunately was just out of the
reach of a UMass play er. BC was
able to control the puck, and
Clemmensen went into therecord
books.
"I never thought I could do

this. It's a great thing, but it's
really a team effort. My name
goes down in the record books,
but Boston College goes down
right after it. I'm just the representative for the team," said
Clemmensen.
BC has always had a history
of good goaltending. When Greg
Taylor left the Heights last year,

See EAGLES, p. 19
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the goal, and then went down to
stop the rebound. A second rebound came out to a UMass forward who was not covered at the
right post, and with the goalie
down, he had the net wide open.
Fortunately for BC, the forward
could not lift the puck over
Clemmensen's arm, which, was
lying across the crease.
The next big scare came just
before the record was eclipsed.
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scrappy Minutemen attacks.
Conte Forum erupted midway through the first period,
when Clemmensen set a NCAA
regular-season record for consecutive minutes without allowing a goal. After recording three
straight shutouts against Maine
and Providence, Clemmensen
needed just eight minutes and 57
seconds of scoreless hockey on
Saturday to break the 44-yearold mark.
The final eight minutes did
not come easy for the freshman
goalie. Some defensive lapses
by the Eagles put thepressure on
Clemmensen to make tough
saves early in the game.
Clemmensen made ten saves in
the first period, including a barrage of shots five minutes into
the game. The scoreless string
seemed to be over when
Clemmensen made a save on a
Minuteman forward in front of

j
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Boston College goaltender Scott Clemmensen, #30, broke the NCAA record for consecutive
scoreless minutes played Saturday night in a game against UMass-Amherst. BC won 6-3.
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Admissions Targets Upper Level Students
tivity and the quality of the students admitted.
According to Director of
Admissions John Mahoney,
"The first thing I need to emphasize is that we are in a very difficult competition set."
"We'll have about 17,000
applications for 2,200 openings,"
he said, adding, "The challenge
is that we are competing with
schools such as Harvard, Brown,
Georgetown, Duke and Notre
Dame.
Another difficulty Admissions must solve is revealing the
uniqueness of a BC education.
"The real challenge is to
communicate the quality of the
experiencehere, but also the distinctiveness of the education,"
he said.
William B. Neenan, SJ, academic vice-president and dean
of faculties, said, "The undergraduate student body at BC has

By Brian M. Cohen
Asst. News Editor

heights

"Advancing the Legacy" is
the title of Boston College's plan
to move to the forefront of academic excellence.
Recently, the office of the
president released the University Academic Planning Council
(UAPC) multi-million dollar
plan to take BC to the next level.
According to the UAPC's
implementation plan, BC "will
invest $260 million over the next
five years to strengthen undergraduate, graduate and professional education, to reaffirm its
Jesuit and Catholic mission, to
increase research productivity,
to enlarge and support an outstanding faculty, and to improve
the quality of student life."
The Office of Admissions
will play a large role in this advancement by increasing selec-

applicants.
"We have to start with the
faculty," he said. "We have to
emphasize that twice in the last
seven years, the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of
teaching has cited BC professors as Professor of the Year in
Massachussets."
He added, "For a school in a
state where there are so many
wonderful colleges and universities to be recognized twice in
such a short period of time says
something about the quality of
teaching."
According to Mahoney, an-

other way is to keep close contact with already accepted students.
Mahoney said, "We've got
1,400 students accepted already
this year for the class of 2002
through early action admission.
We are communicating with
them regularly."
"We have an open house
scheduled with them on January
31," he added. "We are featuring
faculty during that day. Every
single department on campus
will be represented."
Mahoney mentioned the
importance of a small student to
faculty ratio.
"We emphasize to students
that the faculty to student ratio is
15:1, and that the average class
size here is 32 students,"
Mahoney said.
He added, "As well, this is
primarily an undergraduate
teaching institution. Over the

course of your four years here,
you are going to have primarily

full faculty members teaching
your courses."
Mahoney noted one of the
key facets of the UAPC plan.
"Over the next five years,
BC is going to be adding 50 new
full-time faculty positions," he
said.
Aside from the faculty, BC
has become more diverse, both
in the student body and the fields
of study.
According to Neenan, "In
my 17 years, BC is now more
ethnically diverse than it's ever
been."
"I try to focus on quality
and diversity of opportunity beyond just the faculty, and beyond the traditional major field
that you're going to pursue,"
Mahoney said.

See UAPC, p. 9

Offered Chance with College Bound

Students

year. These students come from
12 local communities, and attend either West Roxbury High
School or Brighton High School.
Many of the students are minorities and the first in their family
to be offered the opportunity to
go to college.
These students attend class
two Saturdays each month at BC.
The classes supplement their
education with extra reading,
writing, mathematics, computer
and researching skills.
Freshman and sophomores

By Emily Lo
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Saturday classes at Boston
College?
While most BC students are
sleeping in, there are 70 high
school students who spend their
weekends on the BC campus preparing for their future.
These students are members
of College Bound, a year long
program for urban high school
students designed to promote
leadership skills, enhance selfesteem, provide career planning,
motivate completion of high
school and college, and assist in
filling out college applications
and the financial aid process.
College Bound is a program
initiated by the Collaborative.lt
was founded by Program Director George T.Ladd in 1988, when
he approached former University President J. Donald Monan,
SJ, university chancellor, with
the idea of pairing two,public
high schools from Boston with
the University.
Roughly 17 students are
accepted in the program each

Voices

been constant since 1975. In the
same time, the popularity has
increased dramatically."
He said, "The best way to
advertise BC is to please the students here. The best sales people
for us are the students."
Mahoney also dicussed the
main ways BC tries to attrack

concentrate on study skills and
preparationforthePSAT's, while
juniors and seniors focus on SAT
preparation and college applications.
College Bound has a
mentoring program in which
College Bound students are
paired with BC students. The BC
students serve as role models,
motivators and friends.
The program is also a way
to expose the students to a college campus. Facilities such as
The Plex, The Student Learning
and Support Center and O'Neill
Library are open for them to use.

Ladd said students in the
College Bound program receive
opportunities not otherwise
available in urban high schools.
Speakers from the BC community come in frequently to
provide the students with words
of encouragement.
"We put many different
people in front of them saying
[school is] worth it. Stick it out.
Work hard. They need that. They
don't have thatkind ofreinforcement," Ladd said.
Mentor Coordinator Brian
Ramos, SOE '99, said, "The program is working, in that it gives
the students opportunities and
opens up a whole new world. We
can help [students] accomplish
their goals."
He added, "The program
can't do anything for them unless they're doing it for themselves."
College Bound has increased the number of students
in the program by accepting a
new freshman class each year. In
the past, a new freshman class
was accepted every four years.
College Bound is funded by

from the

the Massachusetts Education
Opportunity Program, the Boston Public Schools, BC and other
outside grants and organizations.
While there is no cost to the
student, Ladd stressed College
Bound is not an easy program
nor a guaranteed ticket to college.
Students are selected
through a competitive application process and are expected to
maintain at least a'B' average in
high school.
Saturday class attendance is
mandatory for all four years.
When classes end, College
Bound helps the students secure
a summer job (sometimes on
campus) or membership in certain six-week academic programs.
Clifford Luisma, a student
in the College Bound urogram,
hopes to attend BC.
"College Bound has basically taught me to better prepare
myself for college. It's a very
interesting experience,"he said.
Luisma, who joined the program
as a sophomore,regrets not finding out about it sooner.

Dustbowl

The benefits of College
Bound can be seen in the
program's tremendous success.
The 17 students in the first class
of 1992 all went on to college.
All 32 members of the class of
'94 went to college and are attending 14differentcolleges and
universities, such as MIT, BC,
Georgetown and Holy Cross,
with a total of 1.4 million dollars
in scholarship offers.
According to Ladd, College
Bound is mostly challenged to
keep the students' focus on looking ahead in a time of life filled
with peer pressure, work constraints and difficulty in maintaining grades.
In the future, Ladd hopes to
involve other colleges, high
schools and urban centers in
Massachusetts. He cited a great
need for experiences such as
College Bound.
Ladd said, "Urban teachers
have low expectations, we're
successful in that these College
Bound kids are in classes, are
doing better and talking about
college. That raises the expectations of teachers."

by Elena Gumina

What advice would you give someone
who has plans for Spring Break?

Bill Harmon,
CSOM '00

Kate McKee,

SOE '00

Brianne Calandra,
A&S '01,

Frank Morano,

A&S '01

Josh Johnson,
"Drink water before
passing out!"

"Save money. I've
heard it goes fast."

CSOM '01

"Take me
with you!"

"Why do they need
advice?!"

Alan Wehbe,
A&S '01
"If it's not someplace sunny,
change them!"

The views expressed in Voices from the Dustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff.
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?Stop the Violence? Promotes Women?s Rights
By Ann Chaglassian
HEIGHTS

STAFF

Violence against women
must stop.

This message will be highlighted throughout the annual
Stop the Violence Against
Women Week in March.
Maha Mamish, A&S '00,
director of Women's Issues for
Undergraduate Government of
Boston College said, "In past
years, this has been a week where
women's rights have generally
been the focal point."
UGBC is presently working
in conjunction with the Women's
Resource Center to bring guest
speakers and organize events for
the week.
"The entire week is one of
awareness, where we try to make

both men and women aware of
issues such as sexual assault and
domestic violence," Mamish
said.
Events being planned include the Clothesline Project and
Take Back the Night.
The Clothesline Project benefits battered women and is sponsored by the Women's Resource
Center. T-shirts are designed by
women who are the victims of
abuse and displayed ona clothesline in the Dustbowl.
Take Back the Night is one
of the largest events of the week,
where women who have been
victimized by abusers unite to
share their experiences with the
BC community.
"This event is symbolic, in
that women actually take back
the night from those who have

ABNORMAL MENSTRUAL BLEEDING STUDY

Looking for healthy women 15-50 years of age with
abnormal menstrual bleeding who wish to
participate in a research study.
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
I
?FREii Study-related Exams
?FREE Investigational Medication
?Up to $200.00 in compensation for Qualified Participants

I

Participants will be required to come in for five
study related office visits, take their medication
reliably, and complete a daily diary.
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE SEE:
Reproductive Clinical Trial UnitClinical Coordinator. Karen Reese. CRA
1-617-667-0312
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stolen it from them," Mamish
added.
The culmination of Take
Back the Night occurs with a
march around the BC campus,
she said.
This year's Stop the Violence Against Women Week is
extremely significant because it
marks the 25th anniversary of
the Women's Resource Center.
"This week gives abuse victims the recognition they deserve, and addresses issues which

aren't given the attention they
deserve on this campus,"
Mamish said.
UGBC is also hoping to
bring the Boston Women's
Health Book Collectives organization to BC for the event, along
with a variety of guest speakers.
In the past, student response
to the activities has been favorable.
"It allowed for victims to
share their experiences of pain
and suffering with the general

public." said one student. "The
truth must eventually be revealed
and this is a positive forum for
such revelation."
Both men and women participate in activities throughout
the week in an effort to understand and stop the violence which
continues to plague society.
For those who do sufferfrom
domestic violence, confidential
assistance is available 24 hoursa-day through domestic violence
hotlines throughout the country.

New Blue Lights Added
By Molly Sell
HEIGHTS EDITOR

There are seven new blue
lights on the Boston College
campus this year as a result of
the annual safety walks held in
'

November.
According to Joseph Ducie
of the Buildings and Grounds
department,the safetywalks are
designed to determine whether

additional emergency call
boxes, security lamps or other
safety precautions are necessary.
The new blue lights'were
placed according to student suggestions.
"When we have safety
walks with the students, we go
by their recommendations,"

Ducie said.
A new map was finalized,

light, but would not wait around
for the police.
"IfI were attackedon camCampus.
pus, the first thing that I would
The new lights are located do would be to scream for help
as follows: in the Mods, outside and run to the nearest building
of Devlin hall, in front of or well lit area, or I would proGonzaga, in the commuter parkceed to a blue light, inform the
ing lot, outside Welch, behind police and leave," Garcia said.

pinpointing the sites of all 105

emergency call boxes on both
the Main Campus and Newton

CLX andbehi nd Hardy-Cushing

She added, "Personally, I

on Newton Campus.
The new lights should be

feel that my safety would be
threatened if I were to wait for
even as short a time as two or
three minutes for the police to

functioning by Friday, January
23, after the Buildings and
Grounds department completes
the programming and wiring of
the call boxes to the phone lines.
When questioned as to
whether or not the blue lights
play a crucial role in the safety
of the BC community, Ducie
said, "Absolutely."
Ana Garcia, CSOM '01,

believes that in an emergency
situation she would use a blue

arrive."
Lieutenant
Margaret
Connolly of the Boston College

Police Department defended the
necessity of the call boxes.
Connolly said, "I think they
set a tone that this is

a commu-

nity that cares about their population and it gives people immediate access to us when they
truly need it."

jhwl
1
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Orientation Leaders: A Unique Experience
HEIGHTS EDITOR

You only get one chance to
make a first impression.
Many students recall freshman orientation as the first notable experiencethey had at Boston College. Orientation takes
place over the summer months
and is a three-day program designed to ease students into college life.
The development and success of the program can be attributed to the Director of the
First Year Experience (FYE) Joseph Marchese, along with the
First Year Experience (FYE) department.
According to Marchese, the
orientation program that existed
before he became director consisted of large student groups,
which made it difficult for personal relationships to develop.
Marchese recognized that
"groups needed to be smaller,"
and "orientation leaders had to
serve as the first mentor for incoming students."
Marchese credits the orientation leaders as one of the keys
to a successful orientation program.
"The orientationleaders are
essential to the process of shaping the students as they enter
into the new community,"
Marchese said.
Due to the impact the orientation leaders have on the incoming students, the process for
selecting orientation leaders is
intense.
According to Marchese, the
orientation leaders represent all
BC students, and "are people who

are committed to the same vision as the University."
Interested students are required to attend a group information session to receive an application. All applicants must

subsequently attend group interviews.
The applicant pool is then
narrowed, and personal interviews are held before the final
selection is made.
Biz Poracher, assistant director of FYE, and a graduate of
BC, hopes students keep in touch
with their orientation leaders. He
said the orientation leaders help
new students by preventing them
from "looking for answers in all
the wrong places."
"Although the freshmen
look up to you as a role model,
you are really just trying to be a
friend who is there for them,"
Aisha Bain, A&S '00, said.
Craig Kowalski, A&S '99,
found being an orientation leader
to be a great experience.
"Being an orientation leader
was the perfect way to become
more involved at BC," Kowalski

said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MATT SCAMARDELLA

1997 Orientation Leaders gather for a group photo to commemorate three months of hard work.
leader was the best decision I
have ever made. It not only al-

lowed me to meet new students,
but also allowed me to get in

Grace Enriquez, A&S '98,
felt a special bond with her fellow orientation leaders.
"There is something about
living and working with the same
people for three months that allows you to form a special friendship," Enriquez said.
Marchese is pleased that
"not only are the orientation leaders doing good for the incoming
students, but they are developing skills and friendships that
are important in their lives."
Kathleen O'Brien, A&S '99,
said, "Becoming an orientation
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Appetizers
Cilantro Shrimp
Wild Mushroom Boxes
Crawfish Egg RollsHot Sesame Drizzle
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MENU
Soups
Creole Onion Soup
Ka ,_ and An douille Soup
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Jicama OrangeSalad
Spinach Salad
New Potatoes
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Chocolate Bread Pudding/Spiced Cream
Banana Cream Pie w/Chocolatc Caramel Sauce
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Smashed Potatoes
Roasted Green Beans/Carrots
Assorted Rolls & Butter
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Salads

Andres BBQ Shrimp and Homemade Biscuits
Portabella Mushrooms. Angel Hair Pasta with Fresh Tomato Sauce
Smothered Veal Chop with Tasso Mushroom Gravy
Beef Tenderloin, Fresh Horseradish and Black Pepper Crust
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"In the face of tragedy, faith must be
restored to wade through trying times. We
are all related to one another as members of
a distinct BC community and family, and in
the short time we have here, we should
embrace Kevin's legacy as an example of
the passion and sincerity we should
bring to each day."
The Heights l/27/97Q

A SPECTACULAR
CULINARY ADVENTURE
NOT TO BE MISSED.

Savor theflavors and.flare of'EmerilLagasse's modern
9<(ezu Orleans cooking brought to you by 'Dining Services
Culinary Crossroads, Qreat R&staurant Series.

?

Some of us are burdened to remember
Boston College as the place where a son,
brother and friend died. We will never be
able to understand why this was meant to
be. At least we were able to share in a life
so special we will never be able to forget.

>»

restaurant
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By Laure Rakvic

Stuart Hall

5:00-7:00 p.m.
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Boston College's University/Community Partnership Conference this past week made a
positive statement about the University's commitment to community relations. But we need to
make more than-just a statement about our relations with our two neighboring communities,
Boston and Newton. We need to implement the ideas discussed by focusing on the importance of
communication-, replicating the programs that do work, and addressing the weaknesses in our

relations.
Good university/community relations are critical to-the education of the students and the
progress of the communities. U.S. Senator Ted Kennedy said in his keynote address, "Many types
ofcooperationwill be natural outgrowths of the university's mission, such as service, learning and
community-based research. And encouraging students to be involved in their communities can
build an active aSd involved electorate that will strengthen out democracy."
Kennedy is on target with his assessment of the situation. There is much more to education
than the microcosmic worldof the campus. Students can learn a great deal about life by stepping
outside ef the classroom, where they view, firsthand the problems ofpoverty, disease, crime and
illiteracy. These experiences makes them more aware, more educated and more compassionate.
BC's outreach programs not only teach participating students valuble lessons, but they help
to improve the community.
Yet the reality is, with all of BC's strengths in community commitment, there are many
weaknesses. BC must leant to find the balance between its two communities. To bring these two
worlds together may be the hardest quest of all: Newton is characterized by all its affluent,
suburban neighborhood, and Allston and Brighton by their urban, multi-lingual impoverished
community. BC has sought to find the balance between community and University in. both.
The relationship is clearly much better with one than the other. BC has much to offer the
suiTounding Boston communities. Projects such as the Boston College Neighborhood Center, the
Pulse Program. Urban Immersion, 4Boston and practicum work at area schools and hospitals all
bring the University community into the surrounding neighborhoods to make a difference. BC has
found the importance of fostering strong relations with these communities. Students live, work
and shop in the community. BC and Allston-Brighton, have a give and take relationship. Each
finds a way to give to the other.
On the other hand, the University must not forget our other neighbors when discussing a
commitmentto the community. The relationship does not always have to be paternalistic where
the University is making the difference in the poorer neighborhood. But rather as educators, a
University should be able to teach its students about the ability to truly help others. Legal
squabbles have deterioratedthis relationship. The Middle Campus Project has illustrated this

Production Editor

Advertising Manager
Katharine D. Skirius
The Independent Student Weekly of Boston College
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Letters to the Editor
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Fans respond to Globe article
attend a school that provides
competitive Division I athletics
and is deserving of our support.
should
be
a
Everyone
"Superfan."
These student-athletes and
coaches work hard year-round
to give us an exciting and competitive team. Regardless of their
record, we as students should
vocally support our classmates
who represent Boston College
every time they take the floor.
The fans are at the games. We
feel it is their obligation to make
themselves heard, from the starting tip to the final horn.
Students should take action
not only in the remaining games
this season, but must establish a
foundation of ongoing support
that truly represents the pride of
the BC community.
Mike Cosentino, CSOM '98
Jim DeSantis, A&S '98

*

BC.

One must always remember that part of fostering relationships is not always about giving
something (service) or taking something (land), but instead the fine line between the two that suits
both. With some situations this is not always feasible, but students should he taught to compromise

arid meet the needs ofail involvedbefore rejecting compromise, BC must remain consciousof the
various needs of both communities. We. should hot be fostering university/community relations
for only self-serving purposes, but ratherto enrich each other. We need to understand what each
party really wants.

:

To the Sports Editor:
We realize that practically
every week there are editorials
printed in The Heights regarding
the disappointing spirit shown at
BC basketball games. When The
Boston Globe puts an article on
the front page of their sports section regarding BC's embarrassing level of support at home basketball games, students and fans
should take notice.
We are urging every student
to read Mark Blaudschun's article A Funny Thing at the Forum from the January 21, 1998
Boston Globe Sports section. I
feel that Blaudschun's editorial
should be read by every student
at BC, because it criticises the
entire student body.
The students thatattend and
do give rousing vocal support
stand out as freakish. Where are
the "Super Fans?" Why do we
even need "Super Fans?" We

struggle almost too perfectly.
The University needs to show its students thatdifferences can be resolved in a mature fashion.
It is understandable that all neighbors may not be best friends. However, they should be able to
co-exist peacefully. This does not mean BC should give Newton everything it wants and let the
. town dictate the agenda forBC. It does, however, mean that we need to strike an understanding
* :
and give to back to the community as much as we take from it.
Perhaps part of the communication needs to be about a true understanding of the issues, and
finding a compromise on these issues. Looking at the Middle CampusProject, we mustremember
that it was our decision to move the project to Newton, rather than its original location near
O'Neill. Though The Heights supports the University's reasoning for this decision, the lesson
from this should be a future consideration for where we build. The recent talk of settling out of
court is a feasible option. However, BC must remember to resolve lingering issues after the case
concludes. The administrationneeds to determine the root of the city's negative attitude toward

Uni\ersit) Ptesident William P. Leahy summed up the situation best, saying that schools
should "serve as "outreach universities," places that don'twait for our neighbors to ask what we
can offer them, but rather places where we develop ideas which draw form our collective strengths
and talents and then help address community challenges."
That is the challenge to BC, To foster a real university/community relationship,it needs to
become aplace that truly understands the needs of both its neighbors.,

Memories teach student to appreciate the simple pleasures of life

Brian M. Cohen
The pain, the anger and the
guilt still remain. People tell me
time is a great healer, but sometimes it takes a little longer to
transform pain into a memory
which makes a positive impression on one's heart. It takes a
little more time, but it does happen.
One year ago this past Friday, my life was changed forever.

January 23, 1997: The sun
was shining, and the temperature was unseasonably warm.
A short pick-up game, and
an "I'll give you a call later," are
the last memories of my friend.
A friend I spent so much time
with, but knew so little about.
As 1 slapped his hand in

parting, my friend turned to me
and said, "Hey Bri, wish me
luck." With a smile 1 walked
awayfrom him, only to be jolted
back to the harshest reality by a
sudden phone call later that day,
and a trip to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
A lot of you are probably
not strangers to the feelings that
follow such a phone call. I was
standing there in disbelief and
horror, full of questions that had
no answers.

What many people, including myself, did not realize, was
there was so much more to Kevin
Eidt's life, none of which he
would offer details of unless
asked. This BC freshman honors
student, pep-band member and
sports fanatic was a true angel.
He was always smiling, always
laughing and always there when

someone needed him. 1 never
met someone whose presence
could light up the room like

Kevin's.
Kevin surely would have
been the first one on the court
following BC's Big East Basketball Championship, and theloudest one yelling, "Sucks to BU!"
at this year's hockey games. In
less than four months, he had
entered the hearts and souls of
all who knew him.
Chris Eidt, BC '92. and
Kevin's brother, put it best in a
recent E-mail to me. He wrote,
"The memories and the emotions
from the moment I heard about
Kevin being taken to the hospital are very fresh and real.
Kevin's spirit is with me in that
same way. But trying to connect
to when I last saw Kevin and was
physically with him feels like a

Letters

The Heights is printed on
100% recycled paper.

to the

Editor

lifetime ago. There is this massive gap in my mind between
January 22, 1997 and January
23, 1997, I guess because the
physical loss is so great."
Despite the great pain and
sense of loss that came from this
tragedy, Kevin would be happy
to know that his positive influence on all of us lives on. Many
of us involved experienced the
love and goodness of people, a
goodness in which some of us
were starting to lose faith. I was
starting to forget what 'human
kindness' and 'compassion' truly
meant.

A quick hello or a seemingly meaningless hug now
means so much more. A breath
of fresh air, a good book, or a 10-second phone conversation are
the highlights of my day.
Such an event also encour-

Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 p.m.
To be considered for publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation and phone number
(for verification purposes only).
Letters may also be submitted by e-mail at lefevrel@bc.edu.
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsiblefor all statements.

ages a better understanding of
God and His love for us. One
often loses this in the hustle and
bustle of everyday life. In trying
times, and when we need God's
love the most, He finds a way to
make His presence known.
This presence is often manifested in the friendships that surround us, and the love that is
given from an unexpectedplace.
There is constant comfort and
grace in unspoken signs, and in
the kinship in the hearts of those
around us. giving a short glimpse
into God's glory and the beauty
of the human creature. We are
lucky that, despite sorrow,
memory gives us a place where
we can laugh as we did before.
Time has a way of making
things better. The pain and the
sorrow soften, and we begin to
carry on as we had before. As
Chris wrote, "All we can do is
try and believe. And like most
things some days are better than
others."
It's a'good thing, though,
that time will not make you forget. Memories are never lost;
they are only stored away.

?
Brian M. Cohen is The
Heights Asst. News Editor
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New Ticket System Created for Senior Week
By Lacy O?Toole
HEIGHTS STAFF

Due to the chaos and dissatisfaction caused by the 1997
Senior Week ticket sale, the sales
procedure has been modified for
the class of 1998.
Senior Week is an entire
week of planned events that can
only be attended by current seniors.
The Senior Week Committee, comprised of 17 seniors and

graduate
students, has
been working
since last summer to make SeWeek,
nior
1998 a success.
In years
previous to
1996, tickets

we were using were

not big
enough. This year the ticket system is the same, but the number
of tickets is different," Hughes
said.
The 1998 committee began
planning events one month earlier this year, and chose facilities for the events during the
summer of 1997. The committee
also took suggestions from the
class of 1997 on how to improve
the events.
Largerfacilities were found

two

for
Week

"Stay in line, respect the first
come, first serve policy, and respect each other."
Senior Week begins on Sunday, May 10, with a clam bake
held at Waterworks in Quincy.
The night of May 11 is the
Gatsby Ball, an historic BC
dance. Seniors wear 19205-style
costumes to the event.
"The Gatsby Ball is the biggest, most popular event for the
seniors." Hughes said.
All seniors who wish to attend
the
Gatsby Ball
will be able

"Stay in line, respect the first
come, first serve policy, and
respect each other."

Senior

events
were given out
on a lottery ba-

?Carole Hughes,
Associate Dean of Student
Development and Senior Week

Committee Advisor

sis.
However,
in 1996, Boston College initiated a first come, first serve ticket
sale. This system worked well in
1996, but was unsuccessful in
1997.
Senior Week Committee
Advisor and Associate Dean of
Student Development Carol
Hughes explained the problems
that occurred in 1997.
"The sale was the same in
1997 as in 1996, but there were
problems because the facilities

to purchase a

ticket.
The
facility chosen for this
event is large
enough for
the entire
class. The
site remains
a

mystery

until
the
night of the
for the class of 1998 and some
changes havebeen made to ticket
sales.
Seniors may purchase one
ticket each for the Gatsby Ball
and the Commencement Ball. If
there are leftover tickets for the
Commencement Ball afterregular ticket sales are over, seniors
may be able to purchase a second ticket on a first come, first
serve basis.
Hughes advised seniors,

dance.
On Tuesday, May 12, a full
day of Dustbowl events is
planned. Tickets will allow seniors to enjoy unlimited food and
games.
Then on Wednesday of Senior Week,"Danceof the Decades," will be held at the Roxy
Nightclub. The theme revolves
around the different decades
from 1950 through 1990, and
music is played in one-hour seg-

ments for each decade.

All seniors will receive a
booklet from the Senior Week
Committee in late February detailing the events, how to purchase tickets and when tickets
will be on sale.
Seniors with any questions
about Senior Week may contact
the Senior Week hotline at 5523492.

"Students love this event,"
Hughes said.
Thursday is the rain date for
all Senior Week events. The week
concludes on Friday at the Commencement Ball.
Tickets for all Senior Week
events will be on sale March 21
and March 23-25.
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We have exciting career opportunities available
for you at Renaissance Worldwide.
This is an incredible opportunity to be
part of one of the fastest growing information technology consulting services
firms in the world. Here at The Registry,
Inc., we've changed our name to
Renaissance Worldwide, Inc. Renaissance
was

selected to reflect the "rebirth" that

who are looking for technology experts to
provide business solutions for a variety of

You must have a Bachelor's degree
with strong communication skills,
and a proven work ethic,
-

We offer a competitive base salary and benefits package, including health, 401 (k),
tuition reimbursement and a stock
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Community Relations Discussed at Conference
Continued from p. 1

Kennedy, stating that he "has
long been the champion of the
rights of all of the citizens of the
Commonwealth."
Kennedy delivered his keynote address, in which he outlined the mission of the conference.

"Today's conference on university-community partnerships
gives us an opportunity to examine how colleges and universities are making a positive difference in their communities,"
Kennedy said.
He added, "These institutions are not only educators, they
are also economic engines and
essential partners with community groups. In these roles, they
are also making major contributions to our economy and our
society."
Kennedy noted that each

university must determine which
mode! of university-community
partnerships best suits its needs.
"All institutions can benefit
from strengthening their commitment to their communities,"
Kennedy said.
He added, "Making a commitment to these partnerships is
the right thing to do for higher
education."
Kennedy pointed to learning, researching and encouraging students to become more involved with their communities.
He cited Massachusetts as
the leader in education.
"In so many ways, Massachusetts is the 'Education
State,'" Kennedy said. "In this
new way, we can also be a model
for the nation, creating and
strengthening vital links for both
our colleges and our communi-

ties."
The group broke into corn-

We are looking for Healthy Women
Ages 21-35
who may be suffering from
Premenstrual Syndrom
and are not taking oral contraceptives,
Earn $100-$4OO for a research study,
If interested call 1-888-999-5655
or (617) 855-2359

mittees to discuss topics related
to university-community partnerships. Topics covered during
the breakout sessions included
the economic impact of universities, neighborhood revitalization, health and human services,
the process of academic outreach, and how colleges and universities can make a difference
in local schools.
At the conference, a Massachusetts University/Community
Partnerships web site developed
by Richard Lerner, Brennan professor of education and director
of the Boston College Center for
Child, Family and Community
Partnerships, was unveiled.
Following the breakout sessions, the group reconvened for
summary remarks.
Leahy hosted a reception for
all attendees.
Leahy, who participated in
discussions about economic impact and the involvement of universities in K-12 education, was
pleased with the day's events.
"There is a clear enthusiasm for the concept," he said.
"The turnout was excellent."
Leahy noted that BC's hosting of the conference was "a recognition of the leadership in the
School of Education and other
units at BC."
He added, "This says we do
care about our mission, and that
mission is to give back to the
community."

?*

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAN HAGAN

Massachusetts Senator Kennedy spoke last Wednesday in Fulton.
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EATING DISORDERS GROUP
FOR STUDENTS WITH
BULIMIA
Many individuals deal with stress and
tension by eating to excess. Some people
binge on large amounts of food and
eliminate the food by vomiting or using
laxatives. Others may exercise
vigorously or go on a severe fast. This
condition is called BULIMIA. The
University Counseling Service is now
interviewing students who are interested
in a group for students with bulimia.

GREAT NEW MUSIC AT GREAT LOW PRICES!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
ATTENDING THIS GROUP, PLEASE
SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT
AT 552-3310.
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UAPC Outlines BC?s Future Direction BC Briefs
Continued from p. 3

ships will increase over the next
couple of years," Mahoney said.
He added, "In today's world,
experienceis being stressed more

"For example, at BC we
have an outstanding foreign
study program," he said. "The
goal is that five to 10 years from
now, 50 percent of students, before they graduate, will have
some sort of foreign study experience."
Internships are being
stressed more by the BC Career
Center.
"The availability of intern-

and more."
The Admissions Office
stresses the excellence of a Jesuit education to prospective students.
"We have to do a good job
of emphasizing the importance
of Jesuit education and what it
means," Mahoney said.
He added,"lt is important to

stress the value of the liberal arts

experience and also the whole
Jesuit approach to education."
"We want to graduate people
that will be good citizens of the
world, and take an active role,"
Mahoney said.
For the past few years, the
freshman class has been stronger academically than their predecessors.
"The quality of the pool is
getting stronger every year, and
I'm hopeful that the quality of

each enrollment class will continue to go up," Mahoney said.
Mahoney responded to the
U.S. News and World Report
ranking in which BC is currently
ranked 38th in the country.
"We have made a strong
commitment and sent a very powerful message that although currently we are 38th in the U.S.
News and World Report ranking,
we are not satisfied with that,"
said Mahoney, adding, "We want
to move

up."

University Ready for Trial with Newton
Continued from p. 1

lenging a Newton zoning ordinance passed in 1987 that sets
guidelines for the size and location of religious and educational
buildings.
"We are open to having
settlement discussions, as long
as they are in good faith," Herlihy
said.
However, Herlihy said BC
js prepared for the lawsuit to go
to trial.
"We have been ready, and
we continue to be prepared for
trial," Herlihy said.
Both parties agree the "work
and preparation for the trial has
been very intensive," Herlihy
said.

Herlihy said.
Lawyers representing the
city have stated that BC has pursued the -case "aggressively,"
which has increased the work
needed for the city's defense.
Attorney Herlihy said BC,
"will not agree to a settlement
unless the offer is thoughtful and
reasonable."
The University is suing the
city because the Board of Alderman rejected its proposal to bui Id
a student center and academic
building on the edge of the Chestnut Hill campus.
In the lawsuit, BC is chal-

If the city makes a fair and
reasonable settlement offer, there
is a possibility BC will be replacing the 30 year-old McElroy
Commons with a new humani-
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Students interested in delivering a 10 to 15 minute presentation should prepare an abstract summary (one doublespaced typed page) of their presentation. Abstracts must be submitted to the Bioethics Conference Committee by March 2. All
undergraduate and graduate students, nursing students, faculty
members, professionals and
other interested individuals are
welcome to attend the confer-

Wide-ranging courses
Internships

&

service-learning

Business programs in 3 countries
Organized study-travel
Grants, scholarships, loans

Placement in foreign universities
Syracuse University 119 Euclid Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244
800-235-3472 suabroad@syr.edu http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa

(617) 497-1497

Cambridge

Twenty-first Annual
Greater Boston Undergraduate Conference on Bioethics will
provide a forum for discussion
of bioethical issues among undergraduate students, educators
and professionals. Undergraduates from the universities and
colleges of New England will
deliver presentations moderated
by experts in their particular
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of meditation, chant,

The Massachusetts Eating Disorder Association Features
"Reflections" in February
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The bioethics conference is
open to all issues relevant to bioethics. Possible topics include,
but are not limited to, the following: abortion, AIDS, allocation of resources, behavior control/modification, death and dying, drug legalization, organ
transplants, physician-patient relationships, right to healthcare
and socialization of medicine.
If you are interested in attending the conference, please
contact Britney Caruso at (617)
656-1383, or E mail her at
carusob@bc.edu.
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you are a Boston College
junior ofAfrican descent, with
grade point average of 3.0 or
better and a strong record of community involvement,theAmanda
Y. Houston Fellowship can introduce you to new waysof thinking about yourself and the world.
Named for BC's pioneering black
studies director, the fellowship
was established, in Mrs.
Houston's words, "to ensure that
money would no longer be an
obstacle to this very important
aspect of developing AfricanAmerican leadership."
One fellowship is awarded
each year, which covers expenses
for travel and study both in the
U.S. and abroad, between June 1
and January 31 of the recipient's
senior year. The recipient can
choose either an accredited foreign study program, or can pursue an independent research
project. The application deadline for the 1998-1999 fellowship is February 17.
To apply, or for more information, please contact Dean Richard Keely at 552-4014, or pick
up an application in the office of
your academic dean.
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The Mendel Society ofBC Presents the Twenty-First Annual
Greater Boston Undergraduate Conference on Bioethics
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Herlihy said, "Because an
offer hasn't been made, it is too
soon to be optimistic."

Want to know all about
BC's latest happenings?
NO?!? Well, come to the
News meetings anyway.
Mondays at 5 p.m. in
McElroy 113.
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ties building and student center
sooner than expected.

Amanda Y. Houston Fellow-

ship Seeks Applicants
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conjunction with National
Eating Disorder Awareness
Week in February, the Massachusetts Eating Disorder Association (MEDA) will present
Kriss Wellner's play "Reflec-

tions."

"Through 'Reflections,' I
invite others to learn more about
the struggle of moving to a place
of compassion and self-acceptance. 'Reflections' is an intimate journey towards healing
a message of hope," wrote
Wellner.
All of the proceeds from the
play will go to the MEDA.
?

1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner 739-7300
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
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Needed:
PAID VOLUNTEERS
Males and Females ages 21-35

Robert Dc Niro

for cocaine related studies.
Earn $250.00 per session.
Taxi provided for all transportation.
Toll Free: 1-888-999-5655
McLean Hospital/Harvard Medical School
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JANUARY 30TH

ONLY IN THEATRES

SENIORS to
celebrate the Ibig one...

CALLINGAUi

Cuxitil gra.dLna.tion)
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 10, 1998

CELEBRATE THE COUNTDOWNTO GRADUATION
WITH AXjJU YOUR FRIENDS & THE CLASS OF '98
\u2605 \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605a-*

Bus Tickets go on sale
FEB. 2ND at
McElroy ticket booth $12 with BO ID
ONE BUS TICKET I>ER SENIOR
YOU WILL GET YOUR TICKET TO THE EVENT ON THE BUS.
If you dLo not take the bus, then. you. will not receive your ticket to the
event and will toe refused, admittance to the Roxy.
\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605*\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605**\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605*\u2605

to you toy
the Clsusa of 1998 SeniorWeek Committee
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CityScape Find A Summer Job Using the ?Net
By Cleo Y. Bertrand
Editor

By Patrick M. Morrissey
Asst. Marketplace Editor

Marketplace

Students use the Internet to
find web pages about their favorite band or actor, E-mail their
friends, and maybe to get into a
flame war in some news group.
But unless you want to be
doing this all summer, il is time
to start thinking about finding an

San Diego
o
?San Diego is the sixth-largest
city in the United States and the

southern-most major metropolitan area in California.
?It is approximately the size of

second-largest cit> in California aiiet Los Angeles.
?San Diego's Quak'omm stadium was thehostof Super Bowl
the

xxxn..

Hisfory; San Diego was ciai mcd
by the Spanish in 1542. The

first mission was established in
1769 by the Spanish. It was the
scene of a conflict during the
Mexican-AmericanWar 11 Mm.
In 1846", the firs! American
Hag was raised. On February S.
1850 California became the Mm
and entrepreneurs began
arriving to make their mark on
the thriving new city.
Once a sleepy mission
town, today's. San Diego is a
busy, vibrant, urban area with
one of the most perfect climates

internship or a job.
The good news is that you 're
halfway there. The very same
tool that you use for entertainhelp you
find your dream internship or
job.
The Boston College Career
Center homepage is the best
place to start looking for internment can be used to

ships.
The Career Center's
homepage contains the Internship Exchange, a national database that lists over 7,000 internships in almost any field possible.
Also, students who are not

Business and Economy: The
unemployment rate is 5.4 perccnl in a work force "I more
than 536,491 laborers. The pei

capita income is $23,263.a 15.4

percent increase since I s9o. The

value of all goods and services
generated in San Diego neared
$85 billion during 1997.
Manufacturing is the largest contributorto the city's gross
regional product, accounting for
$17.4 billion.in. 1995.
Culture and Entertainment:
San Diego is home to nationally

recognized museums of art, photography and natural history,
s.m Diego features hundreds ..1
restaurants featuring classic Italian cuisine, fresh seafood and

traditional Mexican favorites.
San Diegohas unbeatableshopping centers, factory outlets,
swap meets and farmer's markets. Some attractions include
Sea World, the San Diego Zoo,
the Torrey Pine's State Reserve,
and the San. Diego Wild Animal
Park.
The San DiegoConvent ion
Center is a modern 760.000
square-foot complex on the
downtown waterfront. The
Palomar Observatory holds
America's largest telescope,
which measures 200 inches in
diameter.
\u25a0

'.\u25a0\u25a0

Correction from last week' In
Neolithic times, Athens was a
petty Attican state.

even at resorts. What better way

state.

to spend your summer than mak-

The Career Center's
homepage also has information
for juniors and seniors who are
planning for their careers. The
most important is the Career
Advisory Network, which will
put you in contact with a BC
alumni who is in your career
field. Over 4,000 alumni currently participate in the network.
If you can't find anything
on BC's page, then Yahoo.com
should be your next stop. Typing
"career" or "internship" in the
search box will lead you to dozens of links to companies or databases on the web that cater to
college students.
This search will also turn
up sites that offer personality
tests lo determine the career that
is best for you.
Cool Work Summer and
Winter Jobs (www.coolworks.
com/showme/) lists jobs available during the summer at na-

ing money while enjoying the
scenery of Alaska on a cruise
ship?
In the end, the greatest resource for internships and careers are corporations' own web

tional parks, on cruise ships and

pages.
Businesses like AT&T,
Microsoft and J.R Morgan have
special areas on their web pages
devoted solely to recruiting college graduates. Some companies
even allow you to submit your
resume on-line.
The Internet offers a wealth
of information to those who are
looking for jobs. It might even
help if you mention to the company that you found the information on the Web.
Flaunting your ability to use
the Internet in a time when most
employers are looking for the
computer literate might just help
you get the summer job or internship you want.

Career Q & A

Students' career and internship questions answered by career
advisors from the Boston College Career Center

state,

in the nation.

residents of Massachusetts can
look for internships in their home

/

accepted a job with a consulting firm. I am scheduled for a second interview at another
company tomorrow. Can I still interview with that company?

Congratulations on accepting your first job! You must be
very excited and relieved!
Once you have accepted an
offer, you should immediately
cancel any other interviews that
you have scheduled. These other
companies need to know as soon
as possible so that they can begin to see other candidates. Having seriously considered all of
your options, you accept an offer when you are sure that this is
theright job for you. Along with
recognizing what you want, you
should also recognize what you
do not want.
Accepting a job offer
means that you have committed
yourself to that company. This
acceptance is often made
through a verbal agreement over
the phone, or by signing a letter
or contract. Verbal and written
acceptances are of equal weight.
Accepting a job automatically excludes you from continuing to interview with other
companies. While this idea
seems straightforward to some
students, other students do not
realize the serious nature of the
commitment. Do not be pressured into attending second interviews when you are no longer
available to work for those companies!
Even though the company

did put forth efforts into setting
up the second interview, they do
not want to waste time interviewing someone who has committed to another company.
The National Association of
Colleges and Employers noted
that re-negging after accepting a
job offer is unethical and can
lead to serious consequences for
a student once the college career
center and the human resources
departmentare alerted to the situation. For a complete description of your rights in the job
search process, see the guidelines in Planning Job Choices:
1998. "PlayingFair: Your Rights
and Responsibilities As a Job
Seeker."
There are many parties who
are involved in the job search
process, and misleading one
party can cause a domino effect.
The company that you have committed to thinks that you are
genuinely interested in working
with them, and so they discontinue their recruiting efforts.
The companies with whom
you continue to interview are
wasting their time and money on
you. Companies have the right
to rescind an offer due to misconduct. The Career Center
could also be affected by your
behavior, as we try to maintain
solid relationships with employ-

ers so companies will continue
to hire Boston College students.
Most importantly, you are weakening your own integrity and
putting your reputation on the

line.
The lesson here is to seriously research the company and
the position before you accept a
job offer. Try not to be influenced by factors like a signing
bonus, friends who already have
jobs, or parents who are pressuring you to get a job before graduation.
You will be the one who is
miserable in June if you hastily
accept a job that you did not take
the time to research.
If you are uncertain about
whether or not to accept a job
offer, come into the Career Center and consult with a Career
Counselor. He or she can help
you on how to ask a company for
more time in to make your decision.

Typically, companies are
very willing to give you more
time and want you to make your
decision after weighing all your

options.
Good Luck!

Nicole Bouchie
Career Counselor
Boston College Career Center

Have all your career and internship questions answered by the BC
Career Center! Bring your questions to McElroy 113 or E-mail them to
campbetc @ be.edu.

Web Sites
To Visit
Business and
Finance
1. CNN Financial Network.
Looking for the latest stock market news? Want to get advice
from top market analysts? Visit
the CNNfn web site to answer all
of your business related questions. www.cnnfn.com
2. Dow Jones & Company Online. This site features the most
up-to-date news on the Dow
Jones markets. It also features
many links to otherbusiness sites.
www.dowjones. co
3. The Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition. Peruse The
Wall Street Journal on-line.
Check out the front page news,
the marketplace section or the
money and investing page.
www.wsj.com
4. CNBC On-line. CNBC claims
to be the leader in business news.
Their comprehensive and informative web site proves their
claim, www.cnbc.com
5 IBM E-Business Online IBM
has created an informative web
site which provides financial
advice for stockbrokers. Learn
how IBM, NBC Sports and the
NFL team up to bring all of the
excitement of Super Bowl XXXII
on-line. www.ibm.com/e-business/
6. Stockmaster On-line. This
site is an easy way to get stock
quotes and information on stock
markets around the world.
www.stockmaster.com
1 .New York Times Business Online. The New York Times has
recently redone its business page
so it is now completely free.
Search their vast business archive
or get the latest business news.
WWW. Nytimes, com/business
8. Fortune On-line. Browse Fortune magazine's web page, a part
of the Pathfinder web sites.

www.fortune. com

9. The Cyber Investing Guides.
This site is a free web site open
to investors who trade online.
www. cyberinvest. com
10. Stocks.com. This site is a
stockbroker's financial resource
guide on stocks and other financial options, www.stocks.com

Marketplace meetings, Mondays 5:15
p.m.
McElroy
113
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Inside Investing

Business Briefs

A column by the Investment Club

By Cleo Y. Bertrand
Marketplace editor

The Dow falters as concerns
plague Wall Street

By Justin Hillenbrand
For The Heights

Asian markets, concerns about
corporate profits, and the explosive sex scandals at the White
House all contributed to the
three day downward spiral of
the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The market closed at
7700.74, down 172.38 from
Tuesday.

ment Club was fortunate to have

The Boston College Invest-

Sears expects credit income

to

fall more than 20percent from
1997 levels

Sears reported a net income of
$536 million for the fourth quarter, down from $567 million last
year. The loss is attributed to
the customers' inability to pay
all the debt that has accumulated from credit card purchases.

Microsoft

and United Stales

Department of Justice make a
deal
Microsoft agreed to allow computer makers to remove the
Internet Explorerprogram from
new computers in order to avoid
being in contempt of court. The
Department of Justice will continue to investigate Microsoft's
Windows 98, the new operative
system that plans to tightly integrate Explorer.

Superbowl Ad Showcase
While the game itself may be
filled with spectacular plays, advertisers hope that you-will remember their new ads as well.
This year, a thirty-second ad spot
went for $1.3 million.
NBC

loses football, but holds
for $13 million an

on to ER

episode
Losing Seinfeld was bad enough,
but losing NFL football rights
had the network scared. NBC
shelled out almost $1 billion to
keep the show. However, there
are rumors that one of its most
popular stars, George Clooney,
is planning to leave the show.

THE HEIGHTS

Peter Fruzzetti and Charles
Trafton speak at the meeting last
week. Fruzzetti is a portfolio
manager for Fidelity Investments, where his fund was up 62
percent for 1997, ranking him
fourth out of 7,000 mutual funds.
Trafton works for a small Boston investment bank. Adams,
Harkness and Hill, as a senior
analyst covering Health Care
Information Technology.
Trafton andFruzzetti spoke
about the process of choosing a
stock. Trafton has such detailed
forward financial statements that
they consume almost all of the
memory in his computer's hard
drive. He writes reports which
are read by every portfolio manager following thehealthcare industry. Trafton chose health care
because the industry was going
through a lot of changes and few
analysts were following it. He

became an expert in the industry
and was recognized as the number two analyst in the industry in
1997.
Fruzzetti's process for selecting a stock is a little different. He spends most of his time
reading annual reports and the
literature that individuals like
Trafton put out. He then puts
together afi nancial model, making forward predictions of the
company's earnings in the next
couple of years. Finally, he talks
to the management of the company, "kicking the tires," as he
calls it.
Fruzzetti cited a barely profitable company he visited that
had spent millions of dollars
building a brand new office and
executive dining room. Fruzzetti
thought the management could
have used the money for better
purposes, viewing this as an indication of lack of management
focus. This underscores the value
of actually visiting the company
and talking to management before investing in a company.

Since most people don't
have the time or resources for
these in-depth processes, both
Trafton and Fruzzetti recommended focusing on the earnings driver for each company.
This means determining what
aspect of the company's operations contributes the greatest
amount of profit to its bottom
line.
For instance, how does
McDonalds make money? If you
answered, "by selling Big Macs,"
you would be wrong. It generates money by selling franchises.
Or how about British Airways?
If you had said, "by filling their
airplanes," you would be partially right. They generate a majority of their income by flying
from New York to London. So as
stock pickers, we should concentrate our research on this area.
Fruzzetti and Trafton also
provided useful insight into the
job search process. Fruzzetti had
gone to the Career Center early
in his senior year and thumbed
through the alumni directory for

people who worked on Wall
Street. He called them up and
asked if they could spare 20 minutes to meet with him and discuss exactly what they did. He
found that almost everyone was
receptive to him. After talking
with them, he had interview experience and a better idea of what
they did. Many of the alumni he
spoke with' even forwarded his
resume to human resources departments and helped him set up
formal interviews.
Fruzzetti could not stress
enough the value of alumni as a
useful and important resource for
finding a job. They might not be
able to hire you, but they can
give you valuable information
about interviewing, and possibly put you in contact with an
individual that can hire you. To
drive that point home, both
Trafton arid Fruzzetti ended the
meeting by putting their phone
numbers oh the board, and stressing that they would always be
available to talk about what they
do for a living.

The Investment Club meets every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Devlin 010.

Someone is watching everything you do on the Internet
"Surfing the World Wide
Web." Say that to a person 10
years agr, and they'd think that
you were some sort of
arachniphile from California
with delusions of grandeur.

My Corner of the

x Net

Anthony C. Tecce
Today, the Internet is the
largest information resource in
existence, constantly expanding.
Many of us sit in our rooms and
peruse it with Netscape or, less
effectively, with Internet Explorer. These programs have become our trusted sidekicks in
our adventures on the Web. We
shop on-line and entrust our
credit card numbers to them, we
visit class web pages and use
them to print assignments, and

we utilize them to read and store
our E-mail.

But all of this versatility
comes with a price. I have men-

tioned before that your Internet
address can be recorded when
you visit a web site, but they can
also program your browser with
information that can be shown to
any site you visit, without your
knowledge.
Every web browser has certain programmable preferences,
called "cookies," that are available on the web site you visit.
When these preferences are set,
they preset expiration dates
which tell Netscape when they
are no longer needed. If you open
the Netscape preferences in your
folder, you can see the file that
stores the cookies, named
"MagicCookie."
The original intention of
these preferences was to store
passwords or identify informa-

tion, eliminating theneed to constantly have to enter your
username and password whenever you visit a protected site.
But many sites now use this feature to track what you do on the
Web.
Some sites will program the
cookie with the date and time
you visit the site, as well as monitor how frequently you visit the
site. They set the cookie to expire about halfway through the
21st century, ensuring their ability to track you for as long as you

own your computer.

changing the advertisement banners on the top and bottom of the
page to reflect your personal interests and more efficiently seduce you into buying the advertised products.
To prevent any unwelcome
cookie setting, go under the "options" menu in Netscape and drag
down to "network preferences."
Click on the "protocols" tab and
select the option to be alerted
before accepting a cookie. Every
time a site tries to set a cookie in
your preferences, you will be
given the option to reject it.

Other sites program more

complex data into your cookies,
gaining more personal information through your computer.
Searching sites, like Lycos, will
monitor what items you search
for on their engine. They program this information into your
cookie and read it every time
you view one of their pages,

My Corner of the 'Net is an
advice column. Anyone with
questions about the Internet or
computers in general should send
them to teccean@mail2.bc.edu.
All of my old articles are
located on-line at http://
www2.bc.edu/~teccean/
corner.html.

Boston College'
Department of Theology
Invites You to a Lecture

"An Evening of Archaeology"
with
David Vanderhooft,
Pat Kilcoyne
and
Philip King
The wonders of the
Ashkelon excavations in Israel
will be discussed and shown in
a slide presentation. Learn
about opportunities for
excavating in Israel while
earning credit.

Tuesday, February 3

Higgins3o7
7 p.m.

Not only do you need a
one of these

CJ $P\

good SCORE

to wear

,

you also need a
on the MCAT.

I Spring Break I

ThePrincetonReview- we can't giveyou a brain
or a stethoscope, but we can definitely help you get a
GREAT MCAT score. Call us today to find out how.
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Sharing a bathroom with the girl next door
as they wish, and there are no
time restrictions as to when a
male or female can leave during

By Chris Gardner
HEIGHTS

STAFF

This is a story about thousands of students
living in
across
cramped dorm rooms
America
This is a story j.. about the
trials of being co-ed
the hunt
for lasting relationships
and
the occasional microwave pop...

the night.

...

...

...

...

...

corn

Heading for Harvard
Across the Charles River,
however, Harvard University is
perhaps the only school with
cooler co-ed restrictions than
BC. After freshman year (which

is perfect in its ways. Having
girls in the same building provides the interaction that is key
to the whole college experience."
Asked whether or not there
should be any more separation:
"If the dorms weren't co-ed then
1 never would have met Ciara
and Katie [Harvard female classmates] and those would be two
valuable friends lost."

on the other side.

Examples of the side-byside model include the University of Delaware and Rutgers
University in New Jersey. At
Rutgers, "Men and women can
live right next door to each
other," reported April Clisura.
"It is all suites [starting freshand, as far as I
man year]
know, there are no rules about
...

...

The Real World: College
I have often walked down
the halls of my cramped dorm,
hearing males and females gripe
about how far (at lea.st at Boston
College) one sex is kept from
another. "Two floors up?!? But
that's, like, 20 minutes away! I'll
grow old and procure kids by
then!"
Therefore, I took upon myself the task (through E-mail, web
pages and the like) to find out if
our school "sucks" as much as
we say it does. Contrary to popular belief, things really are not
that bad.
From visitation times to coed bathrooms, the variety of
housing situations beyond Boston are not ideal. We might not
be able to live with the opposite
sex, per se, but at least we can be
with the opposite sex.
Here at Home
Boston College actually has
surprisingly lenient co-ed living
situations starting sophomore
year. While freshmen are sexseparated by floor (except for
Medeiros. where each sex is separated by section from one another), sophomores, juniors and
seniors can live in rooms directly
next to each other ? same floor,
single-sex suites. Males and females are allowed to freely roam

by-side model, she said, "I think
it would be fine to have singlesex rooms on a co-ed floor, just
for proximity of friends of both
sexes."
Don't Stay Too Long, You're
Being Timed
The alternative to these
models is the more strict, timebased model of co-ed relations.
In some schools, males are only
allowed to be on certain female
floors at certain times, and vice

versa.
Villanova, for example, only
allows females to be on male
floors until 12 a.m. on weekdays
and 2 a.m. on weekends. Asked
whether or not he thought this
was fair, Rob Villano answered,
'"I, myself,wrote an essay on the
'analness' of this school. Why in
the hell would they have to have
girls out by those times? Do they
turn into Gremlins or something?"
Johanna Hungler, a current
resident of Eastern College,
agreed. "The rules are strict here;
guys can only be on girls' floors
during certain hours, and when
there is a male visitor, the door
has to be opened slightly."
"But," she said, "it is very
easy to slide certain things past
the RA."
HEIGHTS PHOTO/

SUSAN VERRILL

Though not at Boston College, co-ed rooms exist at college campuses across the nation.
is pretty much the same as our
own) students get to choose "16
of their closest friends" to form
a "rooming block." Males and
females can co-habitate, and
there are no restrictions as to
male-female ratios or other such
nonsense.

Michael Clare, a freshman
football player for the Harvard
squad, said, "I think our school

Side-by-Side
situations
aren't quite as idyllic as
Harvard's. Many schools support a "side-by-side" or "half
floor" model, meaning males and
females either live in rooms next
to each other (similar to our
sophomore/junior/senior years),
or the floors are split in half with
males on one side and females
However, most

visiting between rooms, or sleeping in each other's rooms. There
are no 'invisible' barrier", at all."
Fordham University is an
example of the split-floor model.
"Sophomore dorms are mostly
just floors divided in half," said
Sarah Fogarty. "Junior and senior dorms are suites
intermixed on the same floor." Asked
if Fordham should follow a side...

Opposite Extremes: MIT vs.
West Point
If time restrictions and sideby-side dorm situations don't
freak you out, wait until you hear
about MIT and West Point: two
institutions on the opposite ends
of the spectrum.
"Actually, the way you get
put into dorms is very open here,"
reported Lauren McCann, a fe-

See CO-ED, p. 14

Durgin-Park: the usual food in an unusual setting
By Marty Senn
HEIGHTS ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

The service staff, is notoriously rude. The food js far from
exceptional. The dining room is
loud. Chances are, >?ou won't
even know the people seated next
to you. Welcome to Durgin-Park,
one of Boston's most famous
restaurants since 1826.
For the last 1|72 years,
Durgin-Park's greatest asset has
been its location. AS its menu
boasts, it is
"in thejshadow of
\u25a0
)Fan eui

I

I

Hall," making it an ideal rest
stop for tired shoppers or weary
travelers of the Freedom Trail.
But because of Durgin-Park's
popularity with both, locals and
tourists, even the weary will have
to wait for a table.
The fascination with
Durgin-Park is peculiar, given
that what makes it unique is what
makes other restaurants fail. The
main dining room; is a large,

brightly lit room devoid of any
decorations. Customers share
tables with other parties, giving
the restaurant an almost cafeteria-like feel.
In keeping with the
restaurant's decor, minimalist
philosophy is at the heart of everything Durgin-Park has to offer. The menu isn't loaded with
flowery language or heart icons
for the health-conscious.
It is a bare-bones, whatyou-see-is-what-you-get menu,
where meat lovers can order the
Knockwurst and Beans and vegetarians can order the aptly
named Bale of Hay.
The Fried Boneless Chicken
Breasts platter is just that: two
pieces offried chicken on a white
plate; no parsley, no orange
wedge, just chicken. All meals
are also served with DurginPark's famous cornbread, which
has its own web site on the
Internet.
While flamboyant language
and elaborate food presentation
aren't among Durgin-Park's specialties, the restaurant has culinary specialties that have made

it famous. Among those specialties are its chowder, roast beef
and apple pie.
The restaurant also has an
excellent selection of seafood,

which it receives fresh, twice
daily. "The North End is the place
to-be if you're feeling Italian."
said Colin Galloway, A&S '00,
"but if it's a Yankee Pot Roast

you're after, Durgin-Park is it."
Despite its expansivemenu,
the food at Durgin-Park is nothSee DURGIN, p. 15

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAN HAGAN

This week, the Urban Explorer ventures to Boston's historic restaurant, Durgin-Park.
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THE HEIGHTS

LGBC: New year, new students, same goals

Best for the Week Bets

by Megan Klein

1

HEIGHTS STAFF

What: Closing reception with
works by Painting II and IV
students
Where: Heights Room (Lower
Campus Dining Hall)
When: Tuesday. January 11.
from 5 to 7 p.m.

Driven by the incessant
snowfall on another cold and
dreary afternoon, students
poured into McElroy for lunch.
One student stopped to look at
the various postings on the doors
and walls. His gaze turned to a
poster informing students of an
upcoming Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Community (LGBC)
meeting, and a disapproving
smirk crossed his face. He turned
to his friend and said, "What's
up with having fags at this
school?" The friend replied, "I
don't know, man, that's messed

up."
"It is truly unfortunate that
Boston College is driven by

fear," said Peter .Glazer, A&S
'99, co-director of Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual andTransgender Issues
(GLBTI). GLBTI is part of the
Social and Cultural Issues department of the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College
(UGBC).
GLBTI is separate from the
LGBC, an unrecognized organization at BC. This group identifies with the lesbian, gay and
bisexual students of BC, but also
welcomes heterosexual students
who want to show support or ask
questions. According to Jason
Williams, A&S '98, the group's
co-director, this is "not a political group." It focuses primarily
on education and support.
LGBC welcomes speakers,
holds social hours and dinners,

Police Blotter

Various paintings by Boston

College students will be dis-

played for two hours. Check
out wlui your classmates arc
doing, and gel some free re-

freshments in the process.
What: MutfJaens
Where: O'Connell House
When: Tuesday. January 27.
8:30 p.m.
Only a week after Rustic Overtones played O'Connell House,
the Mudhens take center stage.
If you like 10,000 Maniacs, and
hey, who doesn't, make sure to
see this show. It is free for students, so get there early.

What: Sing-along wiih pianist
Mcl Stiller
Where: Jacob Wirth Co. (33
Stuart St, Boston)
When: Friday, January 30,
from 8 p.m. to midnight
When was the last time you
went to a sing-along? Well, go

the Jacob Wirth Company and experienceyour first.
If you don't know the words,
fake it. And if you do know the
words, then let it out, because
you may never make it to another sing-a-long again.
out to

January 16, 1998
2:12 a.m.
Officers transported
a student from Duchesne Hall to

evator. Housekeeping arrived to
reset the elevator.

?

the infirmary after theindividual
consumed too much alcohol.
2:30 a.m. ?A student was transported to the infirmary after receiving a broken nose from an
assault. The injury occurred after a snowball fight. A suspect
could not be identified.
4:05 a.m.
Boston College Police Department (BCPD) received a call from Boston Police
inquiring the name of the dorm
on Moi~ Road. Boston Police
stated that the Sunoco Station on
Comm Aye had been broken into
and that they followed footprints
in the fresh snow up to that building.
?

6:30 a.m.

A dining facility
manager called control and reported she was stuck in the el?

hosts movies, and organizes various events off campus for its
members. Its goal, according to
Glazer, is "improving the lives
and status of the gay, lesbian and
bisexual students at BC." The
meetings allow students to feel
comfortable in "a community
like themselves."
Danielle Murray, A&S '99,
who is co-director of LGBC,
affirmed that "LGBC is a wonderful group of people." Murray
said that she frequently meets
students off campus or on an
individual basis if they are not
comfortable going to a meeting.
For all lesbian, gay and bisexual
students, Murray said that
"LGBC is there for them. They
don't have to worry about anyone making assumptions."

mother, who stated the party was
not there. An internal report was
filed.

January 15, 1998

9:49 a.m.
1:49 a.m.
Control received a
phone call from a Boston Coach
driver who was involved in a
verbal argument with two males.
The argument later became
physical and the suspects fled
into Voute Hall. An internal report was filed.
?

A patrolman was
approachedby an individual who
3:52 a.m.

?

was concerned about his room-

mate. The individual had left his
room in an intoxicated state and
was despondent. A search was
conducted to find the individual,
who was also not properly

dressed for the weather. BCPD
notified both Newton and
Watertown Police, believing the
individual was walking to his
residence in Watertown. An officer spoke with the individual's

A report was filed
on $3,500 worth of copper tub?

ing taken from the construction
site at St. John's Seminary.

11:47p.m.

An individual
called complaining of a natural
gas smell in Merkert Chemistry
Center. Upon arrival, officers
reported that the smell dissipated. An internal report was
?

filed.

The fact that LGBC is denied recognition by BC is "really frustrating," according to
Williams. This means receiving
no funds from the University,
not being listed in the student
guide, and having to get everything approved by the Office of
the Dean for Student Development (ODSD). All of the club's
funds were donated by alumni
years ago and are slowly diminishing. Murray spoke of her
"fears of making waves. We don't
want to have anything taken
away."
"I'd like to get sexual orientation back into the discrimination clause," said Murray, referring to BC's Policy of NonSee LGBC, p. 15

tor vehicle home. Both parties
had been attending a function at

Alumni House. The intoxicated
male accepted a ride home from
the other male and officers
cleared the scene.

January 13, 1998
6:36 p.m.-?Acall was received
from a student reporting his wallet was stolen from thePlex while
he was playing basketball. He
had left his wallet with his clothes
and upon returning after the
game, his wallet was gone. Officers filed a report.

January 14,1998
A call was re10:22 p.m.
ceived from an emergency box
?

11:15 p.m.
Control received
a call from an anonymous party
who reported that an intoxicated
male was fighting with another
male at the front of Alumni
House. Officers responded and
reported that one of the males
was trying to stop the intoxicated male from driving his mo?

Over the Counter Culture

on the Dustbowl side of Carney.
The party reported being locked
out of the building. A patrolman

responded and spoke with the
party.

Compiled by Adam Smith,
The Heights

for

By jeremy Yuenger

What: Unsane, Today is the
Day, CrackTorch and Kingsize
Where: The Middle East (upstairs)

:.§!

When: Saturday,; January 31
Check out-this 18+ show for
just $7. These bands are making waves and creating bigger
names for themselves, so see
them now before they become
larger than life. Yes, Unsane is
the band with that skateboard

video where everyone falls.
What: Ha-tisel and Gretel by
Judith O' Hare and the You and
Me Puppets
Where: Puppet Showplace
Theatre (32 Station St..
Brookhne)

When: Saturday, January 31,
and 3 p.m.

at 1

When was the last time you
'.'.cm lo a puppet show? Probably the same time you grooved
at a sing-a-long, huh? Featuring. the sandman, 14 angels, a
house of gingerbread, and a
"witch made of meaner stuff,"
this show shines a different light
on the Boston entertainment

scene.

What: Groundhog's Day
Where: Everywhere
When: Monday. February 2
It's that time of year again. Will
lie see Ins shadow, or v.ill lie
not? The suspense is a lot to
handle, but soon it will all be
over and you will be given the
weather information you've

been longing for.

Co-ed living varies among universities
Continued from p. 13
male MIT student. "Every dorm
has its own 'personality.' There
is an all-girl dorm. There are
traditionally all-guy and all-girl
floors, wings, suites, etc. My
dorm, though, is a co-ed dorm
with co-ed floors.
"Even our bathrooms and
showers are co-ed. There are no
problems with this. Sometimes
there are fights for the good
shower. It is so mixed because of
the 60 to 40 ratio thing," said
McCann.
Asked if she liked it, she
said, "Everyone basically got to
decide where they wanted to live,
so no one really has problems."
Head due south, however,
and you hit the other extreme:
West Point.
"Okay, we live in barracks

much like dorms." said Sonia
Khalifa, a freshman (or 'plebe,'
as they like to call it). "[Mine
was] the only room of females
surrounded by males in all directions. There are roughly four
community bathrooms per floor
[with] computer-printed signs
that say 'Women' taped over the
'Men' signs."
"The only time that we, as
female plebes, cannot be bothered, is when we are in our bathrobes. Other than that, we are all
treated the same in the barracks."
Khalifa said.
Askediftheconditions were
strict in a military institution,
Khalifa said, "Strict in some respects! When plebes report to an
upperclassman's room, they have
to knock three times and state
their reason for reporting. Inside
the room, a male and a female
...

cannot occupy the same piece of
furniture, whatever it may be. A
male and a female may not be in
the same room alone without the
door propped open or without
the presence of another person."
"Actually," she said, "I
wouldn't exactly call it strict.
It's just the laws we must abide
by. We have the option ofresigning from here, but 1 do not believe that anyone would do so
just because of these rules."

Back Home
So, the next time you find
yourself complaining that you
have to go up two whole floors
to see your girlfriend or boyfriend, think again.
It could be worse: At least
you won't have an AK-47 aimed
at your head if you sit down on
the same couch.

Features Guys'
Super Bowl Pick:
Den 31/G824
If you. too, have clairvoyant skills, then stop by the Features meeting on Mondays at
4:30 p.m. Our semester location is the corner of the Eagles
Nest. Call Greg or Marty at 552-2221 for more information.

Whut is rong vveth

thes sentince? If
you think you
know, join the
copy staff of The
Heights! Stop by
McElroy 113. Ask
for Alison or Anne.
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Progressive Revelations

?

Let's speak about diversity
Boston College students aren't homogeneous. We're very diverse. We're
unique and separate from one another.
Okay, that's great, but why do we all
have to use the ATM machines at the
same time?In the morningorearly afternoon, you might be able to use a machine withouthaving to wait in line. But
apparentlyit's tough to put finances into
perspective until certain times of the
day. Jt could be a chain reaction: "Oh
wow, I completely forgot about money
until I saw that guy using the ATM.I can
...

do that, too!" But then again, maybe not.

And speaking of money

...

Right now, I have more Beech-Nut
gum than I can chew, The change ma-

chines on campus contain fewer quarters than a football game, so many of us
are forced to find other means to gain
coins for laundry. The vending machines
are the answer to this, since a pack of
gum will leave you with three quarters
in return. I don't know much about the
stock market, but I thought I may have
found one company in which to invest.
Then Mint-a-Burst and Cinn-a-Burst
comealong, and suddenlythe monopoly
is no longer. It's a sad day for the Beech-
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by Gregory W. Gagliardi

Moving past prejudices in the new year

personal options, and
then '6' for notificationschedules. After
accidentally stumbling upon this path, I
became Curious and setup a notification
schedule for myself. It took rro more
than three minutes, but now I must ask
this question: What exactly is a notification schedule, and of what will I be
notified?

Continued

ber, press '4' for

And speaking of schedules
As part of the BC cable system, all
students have the opportunity to view
the Newton local access channel, which
is 13 for those with remote in hand.
Throughout the past few months, this
channel has been regularly showing a
dance from an elementary school in the
area.
Worse than the fact that it has been
...

\u25a0

on television at least 30 times so far, is

thereality thatI've caught myself watching parts of it on about 15 occasions.
Throughout the program, there is a boy
who pops in front of the camera once

every two or three minutes. Either he's
the long-lost Hanson brother, or he's the
next additionto the police blotter. There's
something suspicious about a person who
tries to gain major air time on a local
access channel.

Nut company.

And speaking of investments
As I work on my 386 computer, so
barely connected to the Internet that it
takes a minute for each picture to appear, the television never fails to show
commercialsforthe newest megasystems
on the market. Not only do these new
machinesmake my computer look like a
Speak n* Spell, they also make me wonder about the supersonic growth of technology. 1 figure that since I can't afford
to go out and buy the new topTof-theline computer, perhaps it would be best
to go out and buy the top-of-the-line
computer from two years ago. After all,
...

a computer is bound to become outdated

the second it's removed from the
Styrofoam anyway. Why not get a head
start on the process?

And speaking of technology
Dial the voice mail retrieval num-

And speaking of suspicions'*...
Accordingto thepoliceblotter, more

"suspicious persons" are found in the
Conte Forum and O'Neill Library bathrooms than any other places on campus.
Are these people not suspicious when
they walk past security? Superman used
a telephonebooth.

And speaking of crime
I committed a crime in the Lower
Dining Hall the other day: I asked for a
"steak and cheese" sandwich. Philadel...

phia residents would be ashamed, for
they had the brilliance to combine the
two words and remove the conjunction.
Yes, my friends, we have a 'cheese steak.'
But I'm going to stop being annoyed by
this whole food business. It's time to
grab a burger and cheese with a nice
piece of cake.and cheese for dessert!

...

But I digress.

from p. 14

Discrimination. The policy reads, "Boston College is an academic community
whose doors are open to all students without regard to race, religion, age, sex,
marital or parental status, national origin,
veteran status or disability." (The Boston
College Catalog, 1997-1998). Consequently, homosexual students might conclude that the "doors" ofBC are not open
to them.
"As a freshman, there was an immediate battle for recognition, the campus
was energized and the faculty were talking. Things are getting worse as I'm leaving. People are driven by fear. The people
who were vocal are now strict with what
they say. We're caught between a rock
and a hard place," said Williams, in refer-

Continued from p. 13

ing to write home about.
Even
with
many
culinarily superior restaurants in the area, people
are lining up to get a table.
"The food is okay,
but that's not why you
go," said Brian Caputo,
A&S '00. "It's an interesting place because it's
a Boston landmark, and it
has a different sort of atmosphere."
In addition to the upstairs dining rooms,
Durgin-Park also has a
full-service bar at street
level.
Though it is unconfirmed, some anonymous
sources say the way to
beat tbe lines for the restaurant is to have a drink
at the bar, and then wander up the back stairway.
That is, of course, if

\u2666
\u2666
\u2666
\u2666

Deep rising
?\u25a0?

-?-

1

www.deeprising.com

Glazer referred to the Catechism of
the Catholic Church, which reads, "The
number of men and women who have
deep-seatedhomosexual tendencies is not
negligible. They do not choose their homosexual condition, for most of them it is
a trial. They must be accepted .with respect, compassion and sensitivity. Every
sign of unjust discrimination in their regard should be avoided."
Upcoming events of LGBC include
"Pride Week," which will be held in the
middle of April, a "week of visibility,"
various speakers, and tables in McElroy
Commons.
LGBC meetings are held every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the McGuinn fifth
floor lounge.

you're willing to deal with
an angry mob which has
been waiting for hours.
"You've got to know the
tricks," Galloway said,
grinning. "It sounds questionable, but when you're
hungry, you're hungry."
While the New England Corned Beef and
Cabbage may not entice
you all the way to DurginPark, the character of the
restaurant may make your
trip worthwhile.
It's the little touches
of Durgin-Park that keep
the crowds lining up.
Whether it's a waitressrefusing to remove a dish
until the meal has been
finished or an entire restaurant singing happy
birthday to an embarrassed diner, it seems possible that Durgin-Park's
popularity
may well last
HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAM HAGAN
another
172
years.
only
option.
is
Chowder
one

Happy Bat Mitzvah,
Eileen!!!

\u2666

1

at

Located near Faneuil Hall, Durgin-Park was established in 1826.

\u2666

-

a gay student

For the experience, not the food

FULL SCREAM AHEAD.

??\u25a0?

ence to his experience as

BC.

\u2666

Do you enjoybeing on a Winning Team?
Do you have a Strong Work Ethic?
Do you thrive in a Team Environment?
Do you take satisfaction in a Job Well Done?
Do you Relish Physical Work?
Are you a Leader?
Will you support our Commitment to Excellence?

If you have the motivation and commitment call for

additional information.

617-661-3333
www.gentlegiantcom
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Would you and a friend like to
make a minimum of $ 15 each, with
a chance to earn up to $50 more,
for only two hours of your time?

?

development

?

design proving

sollware development

?

sollware packaging

?

inslallalion software Requirements: BSCS knowkxkje ol UNIX* SVhM experience in a commercial
?

?

or academic sollware ikivokpient environnienl. If you're unable to attend, send your resume
indicating Job (tote OAOI?6HWI)M, to Sun Microsystems, Inc.. 94(10 Carroll Parte Drive, Sim Diego, CA
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Sun is proud to ensure iltat equal

Participate in a study at
Harvard Business School.
If interested, please call

talent always gets equal opportunity.
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'"formation, call or write:
American
The
University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris Fnmce
Tel - (33/1) 40 62 0614
Fax (33/1)40 62 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212)983-1414
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Over 75 accredited courses
9 French Immersion Program
?
Fine Arts Program
# Advanced Photography and
Web Design Programs
9 Cultural Excursions

?

building 12 Of RSVP by calling (619) 626-8041. Enough talk Its time torelease

We have
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Sun Microsystems Interviews ?Tuesday, January 27 ?MIT, Building 12
Room 170 9am-l2noon. Sign up now at the Career Center in
?

I
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING* BUSINESS ANALYSIS

When something is

too

extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the

level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.

Make their mark.

1

At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
to: Raytheon Staffing, RO. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265. We have
many exciting opportunities available and we would like totalk to you.
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Eagles get taken out by Huskies, 86-53
Win over Pittsburgh overshadowed by blow-out loss
By Matt Pike
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The women's basketball
team faced the tough task of trying to end Boston College's losing streak to the University of
Connecticut on Sunday.
Neither the men's or
women's basketball teams have

beaten Connecticut in over four
years, and the streak continued ,
as the women lost 86-53 to
UConn.
Coming off a big win on
Wednesday night over the Pittsburgh Panthers, the women were
ready for the challenge, but fell
behind early. They were never
able to get back into the game.
The Huskies are currently ranked
number three in the nation, and
lived up to their ranking, crushing the Eagles in front of a soldout crowd in Hartford.
BC entered the game leading the nation in three-point
shooting at 45.4 percent. UConn
keyed on the Eagles outside game
and held them to 20 percent from
beyond the arc (4-of-20) and 32.8
percent overall. The Eagles usually shoot 47 percent from the
floor, and they needed that kind
of performance if they were to

stay close. Unfortunately, they
were not able to get their shots to
fall in.
Nykesha Sales and Svetlana

Abrosimova, who both had 19

points, led the way for the Huskies. The Eagles were not able to
keep up, with the highest scores
coming from Whitney Steele and
Alissa Murphy, who each had 12
points. Sophomore sensation Cal
Bouchard was held way below
her 20-point average, scoring
only nine points.
UConn held the Eagles'
scoreless for the first five minutes and forced four BC turnovers. Murphy finally connected
for BC and. sunk the next two
Eagle baskets. Connecticut took
control when Abrosimova scored
eight straight points in a twoand-a-half minute span, giving
UConn a 23-12 lead. It was all
downhill, as the Huskies
steamrolled over the Eagles.
Last Wednesday, the Eagles
had a victory over the Pittsburgh
Panthers, 75-64. BC was led by
junior center Steele, who scored
23 points, and guard Bouchard,
who chipped in with 20 points.
The win did not come easily
for the Eagles, who had to rely
on their leaders down the stretch.

The Eagles were coming off a
dramatic victory over Notre
Dame, and Pittsburgh was hoping to catch the Eagles looking
ahead to their game against the
University of Connecticut on
Sunday. Pittsburgh came in with
a 4-12 record and had only mustered one victory in nine chances
in Big East play, but Coach Cathy
Inglese was not taking the Panthers too lightly.
"Pitt's record is very deceiving. I said to my staffbefore the
game that this is the best 4-12
team," Inglese said, following
the game. "You can't look at the
record. I knew we were going to
have to come out and be ready to
play."
Throughout the season, the
Eagles have had a player step up
at each game and give the team a
tremendous lift. This game Steele
provided the offense, scoring 14
of her game high 23 in the first
half, and set the tone for the rest
of the game.
"We usually like to see who
is hot in the early going," commented Steele. "I could tell early
on that I was going to have a
good night in the post. I was able
HEIGHTS PHOTO/ BECKY

See UCONN, p. 19

Junior center

JOHNSON

Whitney Steele had 12 points against UConn.

Eagles split a pair with Friars and Pirates
FOR THE HEIGHTS

The Eagles split a pair of
games against Big East rivals
this week, falling to Providence,
58-54, and beating Seton Hall,
64-61. Senior Antonio Granger
came up huge in both contests,
averaging 20 points as BC ended
the week with an 11-9 record.
In their first game after upsetting number 21 Marquette last
Saturday, the Boston College
men's basketball team returned
to Conte Forum Tuesday night
to face off against the Providence Friars. Providence was
coming off a loss to St. John's,
which dropped them into sixth
place in the Big East 7. BC had
the lead for the majority of the
game, but came up short in the
end, as Providence prevailed 58-54.
The first two minutes were
sloppy for both teams. There
were six turnovers between them,
and neither team was able to
score. Providence used a variety
of defenses (including man-toman, a two-three zone and a onetwo-two full court press) to try
to keep the Eagles from finding
a rhythm.
Granger, who finished with
a.game-high 21 points, started
the Eagles with a lay-up just over
three minutes into the game. The
basket was also Granger's
I,oooth career point. He became
the 25th player in BC basketball
history to score 1,000 points, and
the second to reach that milestone this year (senior guard
Duane Woodward scored his
I,oooth point against Connecticut on January 11).

Senior duo
provides
leadership
for Eagles
By Conor Kells
-

\u25a0
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.

foul trouble with eight minutes
left in the half. With nine seconds left, the Eagles fought back
with a three-pointer from freshman guard Javier Rodriguez to
give BC a four point half time
lead.
Granger began the second
half by scoring three consecutive baskets as part of an 8-0 BC
run, which extended their lead to
43-31. The momentum began to
shift toward the Friars when BC
switched from the two-three

By Adam Hughes

,

match-up zone to man-to-man
defense, allowing Thomas to
score five straight points. BC
retained a lead despite Thomas,
and appeared to be back in command when Rodriguez hit another three-pointer to put the
Eagles up 49-40, with 10:13 left.
BC would score only one

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ DAN HAGAN

Duane Woodward picks up his dribble against Providence.
Two minutes later, Granger
and Woodward nailed consecutive three-pointers to extend
BC's lead to 20-14, their largest
of the first half. BC seemed to be
in control, keeping the lead for
over 10 minutes and holding

Providence's leading scorer,
Jamel Thomas, to just seven
points in the first half with their
two-three match-up zone.
Providence opened up a
five point lead when junior forward Kostas Maglos ran into

At times during Tuesday
night's disappointing loss to the
Friars of Providence College, it
seemed as though Boston College wasn't as bad as their last
place standing in the Big East 6
makes them appear. That was
until they self-destructed, blowing a 10-point second half lead.
more basket in the final 10 minComing off a great victory
utes, providing Providence with
the opportunity to tic the game at against Marquette, a ranked op54 with 32.9 seconds left. The ponent, the Eagles suffered the
two-three zone played by Provifated let down that plagues so
dence tightened up, and forced many teams. "We didn't play
the Eagles to take bad shots. BC
aggressively, said Head Coach
shot 24 percent from the field in Al Skinner. "We got passive and
the second half, (including 1-12 neededto think and execute betfrom behind the arc), and 31 perter to win."
Though it is difficult to find
cent for the game.
the positive in a loss like this
"We needed to execute well
against the zone, which we didn't one, the back court of Antonio
Granger and Duane Woodward
do," Head Coach Al Skinner said
after the game. "Usually I feel have proven their merits in the
Big East this past week. Followpretty comfortable with our offense and we usually do a good
job of scoring, but we got very
passive and didn't attack the zone
in the last 10 minutes."
The Eagles had theball with
the game tied 54-54, and could
have held for the .last shot, but
See

MEN'S HOOPS, p. 19

ing BC's win over Marquette,

Woodwarddistinguishedhimself

by winningco-playerofthe week
for the Big Bast, with Notre
Dame's Pat Garrity. During the
Providence game. Granger became the 25th player in BC his-

See DUO, p. IS
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Sport Shorts
Wrestlers deal with injuries
The Boston College wrestling team has started theirseason in
rough fashion,,compiling a 1-8 record in several tournaments.
A lack ofdepth continues to plague the Eagles, stemming from
injuries to key grapplers. Joe Dwyer, who was ranked number one in
the preseasonfor the 142 lb. weight class, broke his hand early in the
season and hopefully will be returning to the team in Friday's meet
against Drexel University. Sophomore Pat Purcell had been wrestling well, but is currently sidelined because of torn cartilage in his
ribs.

Senior grappler Rasheed McCreary has also been unable to
compete due to injury, and although Chris Fitzgerald, also a senior,
has "shone alittle of late," according to head Coach Rob Buttry, the
lack of healthy players has hurt the Eagles in virtually every meet

this year.
"The guys have put forth a great effort against some teams
which have more scholarship players and depth than us," said
Buttry. "We need to fill in a few more weight classes'and hopefully
that will even up the stakes a little, but for right now, most of the
teams out there have more complete rosters than us."
-wrestling review by ConorKells

Fencing picks up three wins
The men's fencing team went 3-1 over the weekend, despite the
loss of their number one foilist. The Eagles posted victories over
Tufts, MIT and Dartmouth College, while they dropped a close
contest to Brandeis.
SophomoreLuke Mountain was undefeated in sabre and freshman Zakee Howard went 10-2 in epee. The team's outstanding
performance atfirown on Saturday raised theirrecord to 7-3 overall,
and 3-1 in the Northeast Fencing Conference. The team travels to

Brandeis next week to face several nationally ranked competitors,
including Notre Dame.

Swimming sweeps Springfield
The men's and women's swimming-teams both won by identical
scores of 179-116 on Friday against Springfield, improving both of
their overall records. The men host Boston University on Wednesday at 7 p.m., while both (earns travel toOrono, Maine to take on the
University of Maine on Saturday at 11 a.m.

Schedule for the week of
January 26
Wednesday, January 28

Men's and Women's Swimming vs. Boston University
@ 7 p.m. at Chestnut Hill
Thursday, January 29

Granger scores

1,000th

The HEIGHTS

point

From DUO, p. 17
tory to amass 1,000 points.

Perhaps Woodward's honor
was a bit premature, as he managed to shoot only one-of-10
from the field, finishing with a

dismal six points against Providence. Woodward had been averaging 15 points a game heading into Tuesday night's matchup, and his below-average night
didn't help the Eagles' chances.
He bounced back with 17 points
in BC's win against Seton Hall
on Saturday.
His hot hand was the reason
the Eagles were able to keep the
game close against Providence
on Tuesday. Finishing the game
with his third double-double of
the season, Granger was the only
bright spot on a BC squad which
shot a terrible 31 percent from
the field on the night. He followed with two clutch threepointers in the final minutes
against Seton Hall, finishing with
19 points.
Granger'soutstanding play
has kept the Eagles in the last
couple of games. Among his accomplishments, the senior from
Detroit, Michigan has scored 20
or more points in eight games
this season, and currently ranks
ninth in the Big East in scoring
and seventh in three-point percentage. He won all-tournament
honors at the Maui Invitational
and ranks fifth in the Big East in
three pointers.
The fact that the Eagles'
overall record has stayed over
.500 this season is tribute to the
continued strong play of the senior captain. He and Woodward

Il§t
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Antonio Granger soars over the Providence defense.
have provided a one-two punch,
The rest of the team has shown
flashes of brillance but their
overall record is still only 11-9.
"They're much better than
the experts thought at the begin-

ning of the year," said Providence Coach Pete Gillen of the
Eagles. Possibly BC is the victim of bad fortune and new uniforms, but at least they have
Granger.

Upcoming
games at
Conte Forum:

|9^

Women's Ice Hockey vs. Bowdoin
@ 7 p.m. at Conte Forum
Saturday, January 31

Women's Ice Hockey vs." St. Lawrence
@ 2 p.m. at Chestnut Hill

Men's Basketball vs. Miami
Wednesday @ 7:30 p.m.

Think now that
Men's Ice Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell
the Super Bowl's
Friday @ 7 p.m.
over there's nothing left
to watch?
Women's Basketball vs. Villanova
Come to The Heights
Saturday @ 1 p.m.
sports meeting, Monday
at 4:15 p.m. in McElroy
Remember to pick up your Beanpot
113, and we'll make sure tickets at the Conte Forum box office.
that you have plenty of
Ticket prices are $34 and $24
good sporting events to
and are available while supplies last.
watch and report on!
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BC picks up win
From MEN'S HOOPS, p. 17

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIME

Junior forward Chris Masters scored two goals in BC's victory over UMass Saturday night.

Eagles skate past Umass
From EAGLES, p. 1
Head Coach Jerry York knew
that it would be hard to replace
someone with his amazing talent.

"We knew that we needed a
top goaltender when Greg left,
and we found a good one. I've
coached All-Americans before
at Clarkson and Bowling Green,
but I've never seen anything like
this streak," York said.
The record now stands at
254 minutes and 39 seconds.
UMass forward Chris Fawcett
officially ended the streak and
put the Minutemen up 1-0.
Sophomore Tony Hutchins
scored a power-play goal with
46 seconds left in the first period
to send the teams into the locker
room tied at one.
Senior Ken Hemenway,
who is the Eagles' point man on
the power play, took a pass from
fellow blue-liner Bobby Allen,
and fired a slap shot on UMass

goalie Markus Helanen. The shot
was stopped, but trickled past
Helanen to the right of the post.
Hutchins was there to bang in

the rebound.
In the second period, the
BC leader, Marty Reasoner,
made sure the Eagles would gain
control of the game. Early in the
period, Reasoner picked up a
loose puck in frontof the UMass
net and faked out Helanen before putting the puck past the
UMass goalie.
A Kevin Caulfield tip-in
made the score 3-1, before
}am on a
UMass cou.
power play toe
lead to 32.
'keyßC
Individual effo.
players won the gan. for the
Eagles. One of these bij plays
was Jamie O'Leary's sixth goal
of the year, a complete turnaround shot that hit the top corner. It was one of the prettiest
goals of the season. O'Leary
spun around a defender to the

right of the net and fired a shot
over the shoulder of Helanen.
BC took a 4-2 lead into the
third period-, but UMass center
Nathan Sell picked up a loose
puck in front and put a shot past
Clemmensen. Chris Masters then
scored two unanswered goals for
the Eagles, giving them a 6-3
lead that they would never relinquish. UMass was posing a real
threat to steal the game, but
Masters' two goals put the game
away with two minutes left.
The victory improved
the Eagles' overall record to 15-6-3, and their conference-leading record to 9-4-2. The game at
UMass on Friday was snowed
out, allowing Northeastern and
BU to move into a first-place tic
with BC in the HOCKEY EAST
standings. BC travels to UNH on
Tuesday to battle the number
three ranked team in the country.
After beating the Wildcats twice
earlier this year, the Eagles will
be going for a season sweep.

instead tried for a quick lay-up
when Woodward passed to an
open Maglos underneath thebasket. Maglos came up short on his
shot and Providence rebounded
the miss. The Friars converted
two free throws on the other end
with 11 seconds left to take the
lead for the first time in the second half, 56-54. Skinner wasn't
unhappy with Woodward's decision.
"We were talking about
holding for the last shot, but if
you have the opportunity to get a
lay-up, I think you're better to
take it because you are not going
to get a much better shot than
that," he said.
BC still had time to tic the
game, but Mickey Curley could
not in-bound the ball under the
Friars basket, and was forced to
throw a full court pass to
Woodward. The pass came up
short and was tipped by Providence guard John Lineham into
the hands of Kendrick Moore.
Moore, who shot six-six from
the free throw line in the final
minutes, was fouled and hit two
free throws to finish the scoring.
On Saturday, the Eagles
traveled to New Jersey to take
on Seton Hall. Discouraged after Tuesday's collapse, the
Eagles looked to take advantage
early and jumped out to a 10-0
lead. Unfortunately, they
couldn't capitalize on Seton

Hall's shooting woes as the Pirates shot 30 percent for the first
half, but still led 29-26 at the
break, thanks to a 13-3 run in the

closing minutes.
Maglos came out on fire in
the second half, scoring nine
points in a 14-5 run for the
Eagles. BC took the lead and
wouldn't relinquish it for the rest
of the game. They maintained
their advantage, thanks to scoring from Granger, Woodward and
Maglos. The three scored all of
the Eagles' 38 points in the second half.
BC was in trouble later, but
got some clutch play from
Granger and Woodward in the
final 3:47. Granger knocked
down two three-pointers and
Woodward had five free throws.
Still, Seton Hall phenomenon
Shaheen Holloway had a chance
to tic the game with 28.9 seconds left when he hit a lay-up
and was fouled. He missed the
following free-throw and BC led
62-61.
After a pair of Woodward
free throws, Seton Hall trailed
by only three. Holloway missed
a three-pointer, but his teammate
Rimas Kaukenas got the rebound
and called a time-out with 1.9
seconds left. Pirate freshman
Chuck Moore's shot bounced off
the rim as the buzzer sounded,
preserving the Eagle victory.
Maglos led BC with 20
points as BC raised its Big East
record to 3-6.

Huskies rip through Eagles
From UCONN, p. 17
to get position down low and Pitt
didn't really have a lot of helpside [defense] on me. It was important for me to get my confidence back, because I have been
dropping in conference play and
tonight helped me restore some
of that confidence."
BC seemed to be struggling
late in the first half, and was
forced to use a time-out when
trailing 24-18. They responded
to the break and ended the half
on a 13-4 run, giving the Eagles
a 31-28 half time lead. Inglese
used the time-out to focus her
team.

"I tried to settle them down.
I told them we can't let them
have easy shots. We have to make
some stops on defense and get

into the tempo of the fast break."
Going into half time with
some confidence, thej turned the
game over to last week's Big
East player of the week,
Bouchard. She scored 16 of her
20 points in the second half, as
she was five-sevenfrom the field
and three-three from three-point
range. Bouchard has stepped up
her leadership, which was a major factor in the victory.
Inglese has also noticed the
change in Bouchard's play. "Her
leadership is extremely important to this team," Inglese said.
"This game was an example of
how Cal has stepped it up so
much more this year than last
year. Last year she had the skill,
but this year she thrives on the
big shot and that is extremely
important to this team."

DeFilippo faces students, answers questions
By Brian M. Cohen
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Gene DeFilippo, athletic
director of Boston College,
opened the floor to the students
in Edmond's lounge on Thursday in his first "dorm talk."
Students asked questions
about subjects ranging from
whether BC will play in Ireland
to the possibility of reinstating
Midnight Madness.
"Is [BC] perfect? Not by a
long shot, but it's a great place,"
he said. "It's the best place I've
been by far."
DeFilippo added, "1 plan on
staying here a very long time."
The first question he accepted from the students involved fan support. DeFilippo
said, "I want students standing,
and I want them to be loud. I
want us to have our own traditions here."
At DeFilippo's two previous schools, the student section
is located on the floor at basketball games. When asked what
could be doneabout making that

change happen at BC, DeFilippo
said, "I can't make any promises, but it would be great to
have the students on the floor.
After all, it's your team."
DeFilippo discussed some
of the problems of putting risers
behind the basket for the student
games."You can use the risers if
everybody sits," he said. "However, if students stand, people in
the red chairs can't see."
When the topic changed to
women's sports and gender equity, DeFilippo said, "I'm very,
very concerned about gender
equity. I want to be fair." He
added that there will be additional sports in the coming years,
most of which will be women's
sports.
A question that often comes
up around football season is
changing the field to grass. "I'd
love to see Alumni Stadium become a grass surface," he said,
adding, "I would also love to see
the astro-turf be moved somewhere else to be used as a practice facility."
DeFilippo also commented

on the rumor that BC would face
Notre Dame in Ireland next year.
He stopped all questions on the
topic by saying, "That is strictly
rumor and innuendo. Let me assure you that we will not give up
one of our home games. We will
be playing right here, and hopefully find a way to win again."
On the topic of Midnight
Madness, DeFilippo said, "I'm
going to sit down with Coach
Skinner and see if that's something that is important to him. If
he wants it, we'll put on one
heck of a show."
DeFilippo summed up all of
his goals by stating, "My intent
as AD is to serve the students in
the best way possible."
DeFilippo, a Massachusetts
nativeand former director of athletics at Villanova University,
succeeded Chet Gladchuck in
October of 1997. Prior to working at Villanova, DeFilippo held
the posistion of associate athletic director for external affairs
at the University of Kentucky,
working with current Celtic's
head coach Rick Pitino.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ KIM AIME

Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo talks with the students.
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Eagles skate atop Hockey East
Boston College hockey off to its best start in years
offensive threat, and they continue to stuff the opposition on
defense in the neutral zone. The
coaching staff has devised a
game plan which calls for plenty

By Johnny Kalin
FOP IHF lIHIGHTS

Faced with the difficult tas't
ofassuming control of the sports
scene at SylvioO. Conte Forum,

percent) has carried the bulk December with an impressive
11UU
fames this season, and Slifbary.
while his numbers are good, his
The toughest tests for the
play has been frighteningly inEagles lie ahead. The Beanpot
consistent. The first period of tournament could prove pivotal
the most recent match with Bosfor the rest of the season, if the
Eagles advance past Harvard iji
ton University, on January 9,
was his worst performance of the first round and meet BIT iri
the season, as he surrendered the finals (assuming the Terriers
two easy goals in the first frame.
can get past Northeastern). With
SV

HsOhe

of shots, and prevents their op-

'.pjMjlpls from infiltrating BC's

.the 1997-98 edition of the Bos-

end,

ton College men's hockey team

The Eagles have been gliding on solid play from freshman
(20 games
The Eagles'
?
12
assists ?
played,
13fra|
s
has be.e||i
t 2f.!pojnts)iil|l forwards Marty
17-13-30), Jeff
>
~4-16-20) and
Beileieuille (21 GP, 9-9-18). Defensively, the Eagles
have: hfen led by the steady play

has done just that, skating to
sixthsplace in the national polls

However, herebounded with two

.

as
Captain Marty Reasoner is
the Eagles voice of support.

periods of shutout hockey to help
give the Eagles their first vic-

yteisoner IflqP,
|Ikse

tory over BU since March 1993.

That first period may have
served as a wake-up call for
Clemmensen, as he has elevated

of Mike Mottau and freshman
Bobby Allen, who has been a
pleasant surprise for the Eagles'
coaching staff. Behind the
bench, the Eagles are bI«HL
with one of the best coaches in
college hockey: Jerry York and
fiis stall have preparei*fJTei|,
troops beuvini uflf for" & difficulty

,

have

en-

I«9'7jN,|

:

I AS%*adule.

HOCK I
1
While the Eagles
joyed great success in

his game and backstopped the
Eagles impressive January run.
It is hard to complain about
a top 10 team. A number of surprises this season have provided
the Eagles with the spark they' ye
needed to win tight games.
Gionta, a 57" powerhouse who
dazzles with his flashy moves,
blinding speed, and hard nosed
hockey, stands out as the most
proj||nt example. Mottau has
alsocttipped in with 22 points as
a de&nseman, while throwing

trfere have been some areas of
concern Before the aeaWHffe- J his Weight around in his own
gan, Reasoner was looked-wW end. Alongside Mottau on deboth in the locker room tense treshmen Marty Hughes
and on the score-sin el Whiiche
Allen have been effective in
has fulfilled both duties this Seastopping rushes and controlling
son, his goal scoring lias-Hen ? rthe puck. Senior Jamie
untimely If there
has contributed in his final year
waSya*?olumn for clutch goals! 4jfchjß Eagles, netting fne goals

Jmd

Gionta, Hughes, and Mottau celebrate after a

BH|pift

JjlHior winger Reasoner's minibers would not reflect his talents. Bcllefeuille and Farkas had
strong freshman campaigns, but
their play has been sporadic this
season. With theJICA A national

championsh|pTOurnament coming to Ballon this spring, the
move past these
obstacles in order to skate into
.the final four in front of their
hometown fans.
The forwards may be .criticized often, but BC's, weakest
area has been between the pipes.
Freshman
(18 GP,
2.60 GAA, .890

JiKMO assists.
BC's

most

impressive

achievements this season,have

\u25a0Bn&as a tearj.

l||gies

Conference; vic-

against perennial powers
BU and the University of New
Hampshire have kept the Eagles
top three in the

their solid lineup, the Eagles
should roar into March Madness, hockey style, with the firepower and confidence that it
takes to win.
BC has scored 105 goals on
the season to their opponents'
65, displaying a clear advantage
when they shoot the puck on net.
The excitement that this team
brings to the ice makes up for a
slow year in high-profile BC athletics. BC's hockey crowds anchored by the diehard Superfans,
have responded with numbers
and noise which has given the
Eagles that crucial home-ice advantage.

Reasoner, Bellefeuille,
Farkas and Clemmensen have
turned up their game as of late.
Clemmensen set an NCAA alltime record for consecutive minutes (254:23) of shut-out hockey
Saturday night, in a 6-3 victory
over the University of Massachusetts. The Eagles improved
play suggests that BC is ready to
make a run at the HOCKEY
EAST title, and, possibly, the
national title. Look for the
Eagles to dominate the remainder oftheir schedule as they head
into the NCAA tournament.

am|ii|;l||

HOCKEY EAST. The Eagles
a total tcameffoit.
BC's losses have come against
good clubs andtho.se losses havebeen rare In 23 contests, the
Eagles have dropped only six.
games, four of those against

HOCKEY EAST opponents. BC
has bounced back from a tough

Freshman forward Brian Gionta battles against Harvard.

Sophomore defenseman Mike Mottau shares some insight
with freshman goaltender Scott Clemmensen.

Come out and support the Eagles at their
next home game against UMass-Lowell on
January 30 at 7:00 p.m. in Conte Forum.
A BC hockey tradition, the Eagles raise their sticks in a post game celebration.

Photos and layout by
Kirn Aime
HEIGHTS ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR
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Rustic Overtones overtake O?Connell House
By Lauren M. Pringle
Heights Editor

the alto sax and Jason Ward on the baritone sax, the band evoked images of the

Mighty Mighty Bosstones and their ska
Rustic Overtones, hailing from the
Portland, Maine area, performed at
O'Connell House last Wednesday night
in an intimate yet moving two hour show.
The show was supposed to be acoustic,
but the band admitted they were "only
going to tone it down." If Wednesday
night's show was toned down, it is impossible to imagine how great the full-performance version would have been. The
seven-man band played their soulful
groovefor a full house of over 100 people,
and the momentum in the small O'Connell
lounge never once lost its force.
Wednesday night was a special night
for the band, because their latest release,
Rooms by the Hour, went national that
day. The Overtones, barely fitting all seven
members on the small stage, played for
nearly two hours, mixing up songs from
their previous three albums with tunes
from Rooms by the Hour. They also included some brand-new songs, such as
"Smoke," a groove the band admitted
they had decided to try out on this intimate and lucky crowd.
Opening with "Feast or Famine" off
their latest release, the intricate sounds
and ever-moving groove immediately the
night proved to be amazing. As they
moved on to "Simple Song," one of the
band's singles heard frequently on WCYY,
the audience started to move and groove.
By the time they reached their ninth of 16
songs, "Check," one of their most popular tunes as of late, even the stiffest members of the audience were tapping their
feet and grooving to the music, while
many were up and dancing in the tightly

sway.
Dave Gutter, the lead singer, is quick
to point out thatRustic Overtones doesn't
want to be labeled as merely ska. "There's
just something so non-musical about ska,
you know?" If ska equates to a lack of
musicality, these boys are the farthest
thing from it. As the band played on, it
was hard not to hear a little Eddie Vedder
in Gutter's voice, but then it was mixed
with a Steven Tyler trademark scream,
while the metal tones sound like the Red
Hot Chili Peppers at one moment and
Soundgarden at another. The sweet,
mourning horns sound sometimes like
Dave Matthews Band, but other
times, with Tony McNaboe on the drums,
Spencer Albee on the piano with his
hauting 'overtones' on backup, and Jon
Roads on the bass, it feels like you're
being taken to Pink Floyd's Dark Side of
the Moon.
By the time the band finished their
soul-wrenching 16 song set, it is decided
that the Rustic Overtones defy categorization. They possess a deeper, stronger
side that seems to surpass all the transient
bands they bring to mind. Inspired by
classics like the Jackson Five, Stevie
Wonder and other R&B greats, it's no
wonder these fab-seven can gelflawlessly
into a whole, and their sound can transform from ong groove into another in a
heartbeat.
Watching Dave Gutter's piercing
eyes and expressive face staring out into
the crowded room last Wednesday night,
the fans at O'Connell House

packed room.
With three members on horns, Dave
Noyes on the trombone, Ryan Zoidis on

Dave Gutter, lead vocalist for the Overtones, demonstrating his passionate side

It?s all about girlpower in Spice World
By Conor Sullivan
Heights Review Editor

By Matt Swenson
Heights Editor

SPICE WORLD: A "mockumentary" de-

ZERO EFFECT: Jake Kasdan \ first di-

tailing a short time in the life of the Spice
Girls, starring all five performers in the
band and directed by Bob Spiers.
The clock is ticking. The Spice Girls'
15 minutes of fame are almost up, and
they are all 100 aware of it. So what do
they do with their impending fate looming all too close? They do what any smart
business person would do: they market
themselves in every way possible, and
schedule their debut on the silver screen
in Spice World.
As rushed as the production must
have been, the movie is not as bad as one
might expect. In fact, the film actually
has some redeeming value, and not just in
making fun of it.
Spice World seems to model itself
after the Beatles' movie A Hard Day's
Night, in that it chronicles the difficulties
of being a super-star group in a whimsical
way. Scary, Sporty, Baby, Ginger and
Posh Spice (played by Melanie Brown,
Melanie Chisholm, Emma Bunton, Geri
Halliwell and Victoria Adams, respectively) tour around London in their luxurious Spicebus confronting problems with
their manager, as well as theirfans, aliens
and paparazzi along the way.
What saves Spice World from being
completely horrible, is that the girls never
take themselves too seriously, using cv-

Zero Effect shows
originality in film

effort about the best detective in
the world and his sidekick, played by
Bill Pullman and Ben Stiller, respecrecting

In the same vein as Grosse PoMt
Blank comes Zero Effect, Jake Kasdan'l
successful directorialdebut about an outstanding detecth c, who also happens to
be neurotic. However, do not let the
comparison fool you, Zero Effect is

wholly original thanks to Kasdan's finely
written script and good performances by
Bill Pullman (S/wcd?fl«.j)andßen Stiller
(77(e Cable Guy).
Elton John, the "wannabe" sixth Spice Girl, takes some time out with the girls.
cry opportunity to make fun of their personalities and their career. The plot is
merely incidental, which is probably just
as well.
The film plays like an hour and a half
long episode of"The Monkees," with
extended musical breaks and ridiculousness. Moments of self-ridicule (such as
when they compare their career to that of
Hootie and the Blowfish's and when they
dress up as each other) mark the best parts
of the movie.
Another of the movie's assests is its
supporting cast. Kid in the Hall Mark
McKinney performs well, as do George

Wendt (Cheers), Roger Moore (For Your
Eyes Only) and Meat Loaf (The Rocky
Horror Picture Show.) Still, these actors
weren't used to their greatest potentials,
and more prominent roles were given to
the lesser comedic actors.
While this movie definitely surpassed
expectations, it was not an exceptionally
high quality film. Much of the entertainment in watching Spice World is in making fun of these cheesy pop Power Rangers and their efforts to be hip. Still, there
are moments when Spice World will have
you laughing with these girls rather than
at them, despite yourself.

Daryl Zero (Pullman), the raosi in
tuitive private detective in the world,
lives in Los Angeles. The only problem
is that he is a little too private, meaning
he never leaves his apartment unless he
is on a case. Needless to say, he is not a
people person. This is why he 'needs
Steve Arlo (Stiller), who serves as his

middle man.
Zero is hired by Gregory Stark (Ryan
O'Neal), a business tycoon who is being;
blackmailed. Zero's job is to determine
the identity of the blackmailer.The catch
culprit
quickly, but continues his investi-

to the story is Zero discovers the
vcrj

See ZERO, p.
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Hum remains mediocre with second album
By Jonathan Raelin
Heights Staff
Ladies and gentlemen have no fear,
for slack rock is back. After the breakup
ofDinosaur Jr., the slack rock world was
left scrambling for a new band to.leadthe
diminishing genre to recognition. In struts
Hum, a band that debuted strongly on
RCA records in 1995 with its hit, "Stars."
Now they return with their fifth album,
downward is heavenward, with high
hopes of commanding the genre and the
charts. Unfortunately, with an album that
is dominated by bland lyrics and instrumentation, this is not going to happen.
As with most slack rock bands, Hum
focuses around a lethargically played
guitar and bass, further accentuated by
sleepily uttered vocals and a repetitive
drum. Even though Hum's instrumentation is slow and unoriginal, they did obtain some previous success when guitarists Matt Talbott and Tim Lash broke the
mold and threw out an occasional guitar
solo or a unique riff. The moments when
this occurs are few and far between on
this new album, as the band has instead
decided to feature Bryan St. Pere's drums.
This is where the album starts to fall
apart. St. Pere's drums are forcibly thrust
into the limelight when they unquestionably belong in the shadows. With the
drums in the listener's face, one cannot
help but notice St. Pere is as close to
talentless as they come. Even though
slack rock drumming is not particularly
unique, Hum's is so repetitive that it is
almost maddening. For example, in the
song "If You Are To Bloom," a relatively

Hum /downward is heavenward /(RCA Records)'/**
well played guitar is ruined by minutes of way on the best of stereo systems, the
bass is inaudible in almost all of the songs.
endlessly repeating percussion.
Adding to the problems on this alThe only exception is in the song
bum, Jeff Dimpsey's bass is so far in the "Dreamboat," where the bass is perceivbackground that he may as well not be able, but not particularly well played.
there. Even with the bass turned up all the With faltering drums and bass, the music

has no driving force behind it.
Talbott's vocals are bearable in most
cases, and occasionally rise to become
decent. His half sung, half spoken vocals
in this album tend to be rather rough and
unmelodic. When Talbott steps away from
the slacker persona and sings, he shows
signs of having talent. The most outstanding example of this is "Apollo,"
where the listener can hear a lead singer
with true potential.
In Hum's favor, they do occasionally
come up with a respectable song or two.
One prominent example on this album is
the song "Mr. Lazarus," where the duo of
guitars are allowed to step up and lead the
song. Even though the drums and bass
help to ruin this track, Talbott's and Lash's
guitar playing abilities are simply too
exceptional in this instance to be dragged
down.
For every good song on this album,
there are three very formulaic slack rock
anthems. Most songs are so lethargically
played and sung that it makes the listener
want to rip their hair out. For example,
"Afternoon With Axolotis" becomes so
slow at one point, that the song comes to
a screeching halt and the listener is left
with two minutes of mindless instrumentals dominated by static.
All that needs to be said to this band
to make them infinitely better is, "Boys,
fire those bass and drum players and hire
somebody with talent." All that St. Pere
and Dimpsey are doing is holding back a
duo of talented guitarplayers. This album
is strongly recommended for fans of the
slack rock genre and guitar aficionados;
everybody else should stay away.

?96 Tears? band pleases with greatest hits
***i/2

Question Mark and the Mysterians
Question Mark and the Mysterians

(Collectables Records)

In the middle of 1966, a completely
unknown garage rock band with no prior
releases came into the limelight with the
organ dominated song "96 Tears." This
band was called Question Mark and the
Mysterians, and they were never again
able to create a song that would do as
well as this one did. As a result of years
without a big hit, their name seemed to
virtually become the one-hit wonder
Question Mark and the Mysterians featuring "96 Tears." Thus, the group silently faded away, and despite still being
together, the mysterious aspect of the
band became where they had gone.
Now, 32 years after the release of
"96 Tears," the group has mysteriously
reappeared with a 16 song greatest hits
album. This would seem absolutely ridiculous were it not for the fact that all of
these songs are really quite exceptional.
Under the pretense of a greatest hits album, the band has re-recorded all of their
"hits" to differentiate them from the older
versions. The re-recorded versions sound
almost identical to the actual version of
the songs. Mysterious? You bet.
The highlight of all of these songs
are Frank Rodriguez, Jr. 's expertly played
organ and Question Mark's wonderfully
exciting vocals. These aspects of theband
are accentuated by Robert Balderrama's
well played guitar, Frank Lugo's plodding bass and Robert Martinez's enthusiastic drums.
All songs are nothing short of pure
rock with a very prominent 1970s feel to
them. However, the band shows, at times,
that it is more than just a fast paced rock
band with several tender ballads, including the wonderful, "Stormy Monday."
Overall, enthusiastic and exciting
are the perfect words for describing this
band. Despite all members being over
40, they play with a love of music that is
a rare commodity in this day and age.
With songs such as "Do Something to
Me" and "Got To," the listener cannot
help but feel the need to get funky.
Even though most of the songs on
this album fall short of being considered

"greatest hits," one is left wondering why
they never lived up to the name Question
Mark and the Mysterians' expectations.
Nevertheless, for any fan of pure rockand-roll, this is quite simply a fun and
worthwhile album to purchase.
Jonathan Raelin
?

should be grateful.
The entire album treats the listener
to an amazingly wide range of music. DJ
Shadow is capable of creating minimalist
soundscapes in one song and busting phat
block-rocking beats in the next. While
this record is by no means indispensable,
it is definitely worth picking up. As either
a supplement to Entroducing
or an
appetizer to DJ Shadow's next album,
this composition works perfectly.
Richard Benjamin

The songs move forcefully into each other
without the thought of stopping. The only
bridge between the beats is the stylish and
characteristic David Holmes intro.
Martin Foncello
?

Ratings Key
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DJ Shadow

Calvin

****

Dilbert

***

Garfield
Wizard of Id
Cathy

**

Preemptive Strike
(Mo' Wax/ffrr)

With his new album of remixes and
rarities, DJ Shadow has confirmed his
position in the forefront of the emerging
turntable revolution.
DJ Shadow's first widely available
record, Entroducing.... brought attention
to a type of music which has been widely
ignored in the mainstream: recordscratching. While this record was not a
revelation for those who were already
familiar with instrumental hip-hop, it was
revolutionary in that it successfully presented this under-appreciated genre to
the masses.
On Preemptive Strike, DJ Shadow
picks up exactly where his last album left
him. In fact, he picks up a little too closely
from where he left off. Almost half of the
new album consists of parts one through
four of "What Does Your Soul Look Like,"
a song which appeared in abbreviated
form on the prior CD. Also, the excellent
"Organ Donor," which closes the new
album, is simply a remix of the fine "Organ Donor" from the first album.
In most cases, an album consisting
largely of remixes would be a cop-out.
But, because of the nature of DJ Shadow's
expertise, that is not the case on this
recording; it is the job of a professional
turntablist to remaster music. By breaking each song down into simple beats and
putting them back together in new forms,
the DJ can reach a variety of outcomes. A
song may be improved, weakened, or
become virtually unrecognizable when it
is remixed. Each of these results occurs
after DJ Shadow's reworkings, but in all
cases, the remixed songs are amazing at
best and interesting at worst. With Preemptive Strike, DJ Shadow has chosen to
release this activity for the consumption
of his fans. For this decision, the public

*

***l/ 2
David Holmes
Lets Get Killed
(Go! Beat / 1500 records)

David Holmes, one man DJ and producer, will be taking his funk influenced
ambient show to Boston's Avalon on Saturday, February 21. Courtesy of Go! Beat
records, he will be one of the opening acts
for The Crystal Method.
Holmes' show will feature his newest release, Lets Get Killed. This 13 track
album contains several lengthy ambient
songs, each with a funky twist to it. Besides the songs, there are a handful of
rather amusing intros that praise New
York and the culture that surrounds it.
The title track on this album, "Let's
Get Killed," gives the listener a true sense
of what David Holmes is like. This song
is a bass-heavy, seven-minute epic with
various synth sounds. A sharp snare drum
and profane background conversation interlude within this mix. Other songs that
follow in this successful format are "My
Mate Paul," "Gritty Shaker" and
"Freaknik."
The more intriguing tracks on the
album are "Head Rush on Lafayette,"
"Rodney Yates" and "Radio 7." "Head
Rush on Lafayette" shows Holmes' resourcefulness. This up-beat, almost hiphop ditty is riddled with the sounds of an
unknown New York City street drummer's
pots and pans. "Rodney Yates" has. an
organ heavy lounge sound to it, while
"Radio 7" happens to be yet another James
Bond theme song.
Lets Get Killed is a rather pleasing
album to listen to. Not only does it have
funk, bass, and hip hop, it also has a flow
that most albums can only wish to copy.

Hobbes

*****

?

&

Zero Effect shines
Continued from p. 21
movie that, while not perfect, is certainly worth seeing.
Zero Effect does not fit into one
genre offilms. It could be considered a
detective story or a comedy. The movie
is more of a comedy than anything else.
One example of the wittiness in the
script comes when Zero opens up his
refrigerator to reveal a couple cases of
Tab.
As the neurotic detective, Pullman
turns in one of his betterperformances.
Comedy comes naturally to Pullman,
whose ability to demonstrate his
character's quirkiness with hand and
facial expressions is unique. While at
times his gestures are distracting, they
are usually pretty funny. It is easy to see
that Pullman understands his character
very well and has a lot of fun portraying
him.
Stiller is solid, if unspectacular, as
the middle man. He uses his naturally
sarcastic sense of humor quite nicely,
but his role is underwritten. Stiller disappears for stretches at a time and his
character seems unnecessary
the end of the film.
Producing, directing and writing a
movie is not easy, especiallyfor a firsttime director. That is what makes this
film a success and ensures that Kasdan
will not have a hard time finding future
work. Kasdan has created an original
movie in Zero Effect, which is a rare

thing these days in Hollywood.
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Phantoms scares, but fails to satisfy audience
By Bobby Thacker
Heights Staff
PHANTOMS: A new horror film from
director John Chappelle, starring Peter
O 'Toole and Ben Affleck.

Dimension Films is at it again. The
makers of the wildly successful film
Scream and its sequel Scream 2, are once
again trying to scare the bejesus out of us
with their latest, Phantoms.
Adapted from the book by Dean
Koontz, Phantoms begins with an attractive young physician who has just moved
her teenage sister from L.A., away from
their alcoholic mother and badboy boy-

friend, in the hopes of providing her with
a better life in Snowville, Colorado. Both
would have been a lot better off in L.A.
Gunfire and smog are safer than the supernatural force they encounter when they
return. This faceless, shapeless and brilliant demon has remained dormant below
Earth's surface for centuries, and has returned in search of nourishment. It has
wiped out all 400 inhabitants of this small
town, and there is no telling where or
when it will stop. It is up to the four
remaining survivors: the two sisters, the
sheriff (Ben Affleck), and a former professor turned tabloid writer, the leading
authority on this type of phenomenon
(Peter O'Toole), to destroy this seem-

ingly invincible opponent from existence.
Phantoms is a success in that it is
scary. The quick, sudden movements that
are normally associated with horror movies had the audience jumping out of their
seats on more than one occasion. The fact
that this creature is intangible adds to the
suspense. It is impossible to tell where,
when, why, who or how this creature is
going to strike.
Phantoms failed because it is the
typical horror movie. The characters do
stupid things that the audience knows
they would never do in this situation. For
example, they walk down the dark hallway or approach the source of the scary
noise. It lacks that fresh edge that made

Scream so popular with horror flicks.
O'Toole's character and performance
were good, but his arrival in the film
marks the point where the movie takes a
turn for the worse. The professor is the
only person who has any clue as to what
this creature is, yet he has no idea how to
stop it. The hopelessness this character
evokes is apparant when the four survivors finally devise a solution, the audience is too tired, bored and uninterested
to believe in it or evencare. The movie's
saving grace is its poignant and surprising ending, and the presence of up-andcoming star AffT,eck, who will surely draw
a crowd to the box office with his hits
Chasing Amy and Good Will Hunting.

Superb acting displayed in Oscar and Lucinda
By Katherine Lane
Heights Staff

as her favorite pastime.
Oscar (Ralph Fiennes) grows up in a
small, isolated English village. Eversince
his boyhood, Oscar has been wracked
with a deathly fear of water and an overwhelming sense of guilt for his actions.
His father is rigidly devout, and his threats
of eternal damnation haunt Oscar for the
rest of his life. Stifled under his father's
restrictions, Oscar turns to the Anglican
church and goes to Oxford on a full scholarship. While there, he is introduced to
the world of gambling, and he becomes
addicted. His pivotal decision to travel to
Australia to become a good minister and
flee from his obsession changes his life.
Oscar and Lucinda finally meet
aboard the ship to Australia. They are
drawn to each other by their passion for
gambling, and their paths cross again in
Sydney. As they continue to gamble together, their relationship grows. Their
love for each other is evident, yet it reto gambling

OSCAR AND LUCINDA: A Victorian era
romance directed by Gillian Armstrong
and starring Ralph Fiennes and Cate

Blanchett.
Water, in the form of lakes, rivers
and oceans, plays a supporting role to the
title characters of Gillian Armstrong's
Oscar and Lucinda. Water is what brings
the two together, and is ultimately what
drives them apart forever.
The film begins in 1848 and traces
the lives of two very different people,
who were destined to meet. Lucinda (Cate
Blanchett) grows up as an independent,
nature-loving Australian. After the death
of her parents, she is left with a large
fortune. Her love for the beauty of glass
prompts her to buy a glass factory. Feeling overwhelmed by her riches, she turns

mains repressed throughout the movie.
Oscar agrees to deliver a miniature
made of glass to Lucinda, from her glassworks, across the wilds of Australia. Only
after being separated do they realize the
extent of their feelings.
Director Gillian Armstong (Little
Women) delivers a powerful film. Based
on the novel by Peter Carey, this film
draws audiences into the title characters.
Their love is unique, engrossing, sad and
humorous all at once.
The setting of this film is also quite
breathtaking. The sweeping shots of the
wilderness of Australia are beautiful.
Armstrong also succeeds early in the film
by depicting the contrast of exotic Australia and civilized England.
The superb acting ability of the title
characters makes the movie. Cate
Blanchett (Paradise Road) plays Lucinda
with an energy that is sure to make aname
for this relatively unknown actress.

Still, the film truly belongs to Ralph
Fiennes. One of the better actors of our
times, Fiennes gives his finest performance yet. Although excellent in films
such as The English Patient, he shines as
Oscar. Oscar is a quirky, fidgety man with
a rail-thin body and a wild shock of red
hair. Fiennes captures Oscar's odd nature
and pent-up emotions splendidly. His
performance is captivating.
Few films strive to accomplish as
much as Oscar and Lucinda does, and
even fewer films truly succeed at this
endeavor. This unique film will surely
win the hearts of audiences, and garner
well-deserved Academy Awards nomina-

Come to the glorious review meeting. It's Monday
in the Eagles Nest at 5:00.

MODERN DANCE CLASS

SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
(beginning January 31st)
1:00-2:30 p.m.
ROBSHAM THEATER

Golden Key National Honor Society
Celebrates Academic Excellence

with
Collin Connor/
Fr. Bob VerEecke
and
Members of the Boston
Liturgical Dance Ensemble
Resident Dance Company at
Boston College

Congratulations to those top juniors and seniors who have been
invited to join Golden Key! Send in your profile form by
DEADLINE to take advantage of the
following lifetime benefits:
Recognition
Career Assistance
Scholarships
Publications

i

i

w9HrwSS Si

Leadership Opportunities
Voluntary Chapter Activities

MEMBERSHIP DEADLINE: Februarys 1998
RECEPTION: February 22, Robsham Theater 3:00 p.m.

For more information, please contact
Ned Gannon at 552-1790.
Be sure to visit Golden Key's home page at
http ://gknhs.gsu.edu
rPj^^tk^tmW^m^ttTit^M
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The Classifieds
Nanny wanted in Dedham for child aged 5 1/
2 and twins aged 4. Must be experienced, cheerful, capable. Must drive, not smoke. Live in or
out. Excellent pay. Begin 3/1/98. Call 781-461-

964-3536 (H)
[Needed Newton (Jtr (10 minute
T)
walk from Seeking afterschool childcare for"
two girls ages 7-11 years on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 4:00-6:30. If
you are responsible, good with kids, havereferences, don't smoke and available on any of
Childcare

-2437.
Childcare needed for two nice children (ages
11 and 9) inNewton. Occasional weekend and/
or weekday evenings. Car preferred. Please call
Leslie at 244-2666.
Nanny wanted in Dedham tor child ages 5 l /
2 and, twins aged 4. Must be experienced,
cheerful, capable. Must drive, not smoke. Live
inorout. Excellent pay. Begin 3/1/98. Call 781-461-2437.

those days PLEASE call 332-0105 or873-9632
and leave a message. Having a car preferable
but not required. Excellent pay.
Fart-lime Nanny/Baby-sitterneeded for two
imaginative kids, ages 4 and 2 years, who love
to dress up, put on shows, do art projects and go
on adventures. We are lookingfor 15-25 hours
a week and can be flexible on which hours.
Ideally, would like to start now and continue
through the summer either full or part time.
Experience with kids and driver's license are
important. Own car preferred (just to get to us).
We are located in Newton, and are accessible
via public transportation. Starting date is as
soon as possible. Excellent pay. References
required. Let's meet each other. Please call Julie
at 617.964.1451
Fart-time childcare needed in afternoon tor
3 and 6 year old children in II rook line area.
Must have a car. Call 277-5650 and leave a
message.
After School care for two tun-loving,responsible, easy girls, ages 11 and 13. Acompany
kids to activities, run errands and help with
dinner prep. 12-20 hrs/week. Must have car.
non-smoker. Newton. 964-6198.

Nanny
5 1/2 y. old boy in Newton
12-20 hr./wk.
Call Katherine after 6p.m.
Fart-time

617-969-1592.

Child care needed for my two boys -1and J.
Two weekday afternoons starting at Ipm. Days

and references please.
Call Marianne (617) 928-1869.

are flexible. Experience

No smOKers.

Warm, reliable sitter for about two Saturdays a month in the late afternoons and early

evenings (flexible hours) for my 11 year old
daughterand six year old son in Newton High-

lands. Please call Marcia at 965-1820. Thanks!
After-School Care: Newton center family
seeks a non-smoking, warm and responsible
person for inhome care of 8 yr & 5 yr old girl &
boy. Mon. Fri., 2-6 pm. Driver's license and
car preferred. Good pay. 617-498-8916 days.
617-964-6697 eves.
Seeking mature, sensitive, energetic, responsible, non-smoking sitter for two children
(ages 10 & 6 yrs.) for weekday and/or weekend
eves. Childcare references required. Call Andrea at. 527-3315 and leave message.
-

Fun instructors needed to present science
activities for kids at schools & parties. Need car
and experience with kids. Trainingprovided. P/
T. Pay: $20-$25/ lhr. program. Mad Science:
617-484-6006.
HOOTERS UK BOSTON is looking tor
kitchen and HOOTER GIRL positions. HOOTERS is opening in late February by The Fleet
Center. Please call 973-0668 for an interview.
Love kids? Then do we have the job tor you!
PARENTS IN A PINCH has flexible childcare
jobs in the child's home. Earn $B+/hr.! If you
have at least 2 full days or afternoons starting by
Ip.m., call JOY at 617-739-KIDS.
Advertising Sales Positions
University Directories is hiring students to
yellow
page advertising for several
sell
official campus telephone directories in the
Boston area this summer. Commission based
pay structure. Training program. Excellent
sales & marketing experience. Call 1-800-743-5556 Ext. 143 or visit

Caring, experienced babysitter needed tor 3
and 6 year old, one afternoon/week. Requirements: Driving (car provided), non-smoker,
refverences. MBTA accessible. Salary: $8/hour.

674-9502.

Babysitter wanted toryoung girl. Help needed
for Monday and Friday afternoons, most Tues-

days, Wednesday evenings, occasional afternoons and/or evenings. Must have own car (15
minute drive from campus). Call 444-8212.
Childcare needed. Monday-Thursday 3:30-8:30p.m. for older children and newborn with
mother available. Looking for loving, mature
individual with childcare experience and references. Own transportation a plus.Possibility of
additional hours during summer. No smoking.
Newton Comer area. Call 969-0270 (Chris).

Babysitting

heeded

in Newton for two boys

www.universitydirectories.com.

ages 5 and 1.1 aftn/wk and occ. eve. Exper. and
\u25a0ref.Req'd. Call 969-2331.

$HH)U's WEEKLY!!
Stuff envelopes at home for $2.00 each plus
bonuses.
F/T, P/T. Make $800+ weekly,guaranteed!
Free supplies!
For details, send one stamp to: N-109, 12021
Wilshire Blvd.,
r
Suite 552, Los Angles, CA 90025.

Newton (Jtr

Mother's Helper
M-Th 5-9pm. Fri 5-7pm.
Pick up 6 y/o from
school, make dinner
Live in/out Cynthia
*

'

732-7980 (W)
-Til

-iciQ(\

r\\t\

617-739-7000
617-782-6666

September apartments are in!
Great locations. 1657-1800Comm? 1945-1947
Comm., Sutherland Rd., Cleveland Circle,
I9oo's Beacon. Foster St,. South St.. Chiswick
Rd. and many others. Call All-Bright Realty
Hrighton

-

Need car and
motivated, reliable and enthusiastic. Other BC students on staff, plenty of free parking. Hiring
now. so call now for details, BC's GREAT
RE license. Must be

PLACEFOR GREATPLACES.
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900 ~
University Bartending Course
50% student discount. Job placement assistance. Spring Sessions starting soon. Space is
limited.- I-800-U-CAN-MIX.
$T5/hr. SAT. Tutors needed in all parts of
MA. Flex hrs. Need car. SAT score 1300+.Mm
avail through May, College student or graduate
or others. Call 1 Oam-noon, M-F 781 -239-1337
or apply at www.mytutor.com/jobs.
NEEDED: Assistant Office Managerfor Fublic Relations Firm. Duties: light bookkeeping,
managingpersonnel,maintainingrecords. Some
legal research and business writing required,
No experience necessary. $8/hr. 3 days/wk.
flex. hrs. At BC shuttle stop and T. Leave name
and number at 800-919-7485.
FIGS Chestnut Hill: Now accepting applications for host and services. Please apply in
person @ 1208 Boylston St. (RTE 9).

BAY REALTY GROUP ASSOC: 859-RENT
Sept'9B
B.C. Apt Headquarters
372 Chestnut Hill Aye
Cleveland Circle

We have every BC listing. $400 $600 per
bedroom. 3-bed apts to 18-bed houses. Tell us
where you want to be: Cleveland Circle, South
Street, Gerald St., Comm. Aye., Beacon St.,
Chiswick Rd., Wallingford Rd., Chestnut Hill
Aye., Lake Street, Town Estates, Newton,
Orkney Rd., Sutherland Rd., Foster Rd.,
Strathmore Rd., Claridge House. If you don't
see it, ask for it! Our brokers will pick you up or
meet you at our Cleveland Circle office. Showings are between 10am 9pm Mon-Sat, 12-7
Sun.
-

-

--

;

Apartments
Updated Listings
Still Plenty Left!
At Home Realty has the absolute largest
selection of great B.C. off-campus apartments and houses. Call us first. See why At
Home Really is voted B.C.'s #1 apartment
source, year after year. We listen. We care.
We're...different! Call At Home Realty today at
738-1820. Let us help you find an apartment
you will love.
18 Bedrooms.. .Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Huge house, steps to B.C. shuttle.
Group of guys? No problem!" 4 baths, 2 eat-inkitchens, 4 large common areas, full basement!
Best B.C.

-

(Between Christy's & Blockbuster)

-

783-9131.

Looking for the ideal job? Look no further
Start earning money today in the exciting field
of real estate! We are looking for a few motivated, energetic students who would be interested in gaining valuable experience and earning lots of money as a rental agent. Show
apartments to fellow students who want or need
toli ye off-campus. What could be easier? Hours
are flexible & we're located right across the
street from main campus. We can help you
obtain your real estate license in a very short
time! We can also offer you an interesting
administrative position in ouroffice, so you can
start earning money right away! Call now for
more info: The Next Move Realty, B.C.'s OffCampusHousing Specialists 527-6655.
Earn $5W)u $10,000 for the semester, rentingapartments & houses to fellow BC students for next year!!! Will train, flexible hours,
great location next to BC Main Gates on Comm
Aye.

5 Bedrooms... Foster St. Nice house, so close to
campus you can walk to class! Large rooms,

Bay Realty Group Assoc.

$500 each.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
14-15 Bedrooms. ..Victorian mansion on
Comm. Aye. Rent the whole house! 4 baths, 2
modern kitchens, washer/dryer, parking, huge
commonareas, one ofthe best off-campus B.C.
houses! Big enous for 20 or more! $450 each.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
10 Bedrooms.. .Three level house on Chiswick
Rd. 4 baths, huge porch, gigantic rooms, parking, steps to iheshuttle, 2 modem kitchens, tons
of space, renovated and clean. One of the best!
$7500.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
10 Bedrooms.. .One of the last single family
houses available. Guys? No problem. Renovated and spacious. 3 full baths, 10 parking
spaces, awesome B.C. location on Kinross Rd.,
won't last. $6500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9 Bedrooms.. .Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Wallingford Rd. 2 levels of living
space, plus a full basement! 2 baths, extra large
bedrooms. 2 living rooms, spacious and modern, great house! We have 2 identical 9 bedroom
units available in this house. Call today! 54500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9 Bedrooms...Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Gorgeous house on Collision Rd.
Three levels, plus basement space. Recently
renovated, 3 baths, porch, extra large rooms,
extra clean and real sunny, a beauty! $3500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7-8 Bedrooms.. .Comm. Aye. mansion! Gourmet eat-in-kitchen, 2 full baths, washer/dryer,
porch, renovated and humongous. Great location, B.C. shuttle at your doorstep. $5300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 Bedrooms.. .Luxurious house on South St.
Absolutely gorgeous. Almost too nice! Completely renovated, 2 full baths, porch, fireplace,
washer/dryer, parking, for those who want the
best! $3400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 Bedrooms.. .Chiswick Rd. 2 levels, gigantic
rooms, renovated last year, 2 baths, huge deck,
parking, great location, great layout! $4600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

5Bedrooms... Was rented, but it's back on the
market! The heart of Cleveland Circle on Beacon St., right above Store 24. Modem, huge,
awesome B.C. location. This one will be gone
soon. Better hurry! $3100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

parking, very sensibly priced. $2250.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 Bedrooms.,. Ultra coo) house on Selkirk Rdnear Sutherland. Dining room, modem kitchen,
2 baths, porch, gleaminghardwood floors, more!
$3400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

4 Bedrooms.. .Foster St. Walk to campus from
this great B.C. house. Modern with parking,
very sensibly priced. We have two 4-bedroom
units available. $1800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms. ..Comm. Aye. across from
Chansky's. Large and tidy, eat-in-kitchen, pantry, sunny, and cheerful, 2 identical units available. $1950.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms-Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Some of the best B.C. buildings.
1653, 1657, and 1661 Comm. Aye Spacious
and sunny, parking, renovated and clean. Fits 6
easily. Several units available, but they're going fast! $ 1900-$2lOO.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms.. .l6Bo-1682 Comm. Aye. Huge,
renovated, largest commonarea of any building
anywhere! Modern eat-in-kitchen, large bedrooms, sunny, clean, live inone ofthe legendary
B.C. buildings. Still a few units left. $1900-$2lOO.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

4 Bedrooms? Chestnut Hill Aye. near South
St. Dining Room, large rooms, porch, very
spacious layout, walk to campus. $2100.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms.. .Strathmore Rd., dangerously
close to Mary Ann's. Huge eat-in-kitchen, 2

baths, parking, porch, renovated, great layout
with study,
available. $2300.

2"units

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 Bedrooms? Ultra modern Victorian detail!

Gorgeous house, totally new, 2 baths, fireplace,
porch, 2 parking. Selkirk Rd. at Sutherland.
Wow! $2500.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms.. .Cummings and Egremont Rd.
Still a few left. Great B.C. address, parking
available, renovated kitchen, priced to move.
Hurry! $1475.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms? Chestnut Hill Aye. at South St.
Newly renovated, very spacious, dishwasher/
disposal, private entry, great location! $1700.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms-Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! The heart of Cleveland Circle!
1932-1950 Beacon St., and 3-7 Sutherland Rd.
Huge and renovated, awesome B.C. location!
Still a few units left, but not for long! $1850.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms. ..Chiswick Rd. Extra large, modem eat-in-kitchen, parking, steps to the B.C.
shutde, 3 identical units available. $1800.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 Bedrooms... Exclusive thru AT HOME REALTY only! Huge and renovated, best B.C.
location at 1653, 1657, and 1661 Comm. Aye.
Modem eat-in-kitchen, parking, laundry, tons
of living space, still a few left but hurry! $1800-$2lOO.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
.Town Estates luxurytownhouses!
baths,
2
2 parking, pool, A.C., dishwasher/
disposal, easy walk to 8.C., going fast, but still
some left. $1550-1650.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3Bedrooms..

'
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Jae R Km TAEKWON DO INSTITUTE

McDermott Realty Associates, Inc.
545 Washington Street

Bh 11 L B t i Jilll -t.l

'.}

J'Ji lIJTfiB

Everyone knows this is Inie. Bui the challenge is to be
consistent with your exercise regimen throughout the
year. II you have had difficulty in the nasi with being
consistent, you need to try a program that offers you
personal encouragement throughoul the year instead of
joining a plate that just has a lot of exercise machines.
A good solution for

W

ESB

Ba^B
fflk

ML
Hi %f

E«wE

J

B ilw
B *tH

IW might be to have ihe oul-

standing instructor stall at Jak H. KimTah Kwon Do
iN.snnirH assist you in meeting your Illness goals. You
will learn some exciting self-defense techniques at the
same lime. The instructors at ihe J.H.Kimlnstituth are
highly qualified, and they are eager lo work with you
in IWH

Mf R

Would you like to earn enough money to
pay you tuition for the year??

i^ij»|

(Jr.

J.H.Kirn demonstrating a sidekick -1971

Using your contacts at BC and working
out of our real estate office in Brighton
we will show you how to turn part time
work into serious cash flow.

Ail of the Instructors are InternationallyCertified.
We invite you to come and meet with them, and observe a class.

Requirements:
Mr. Jae H.Kim
? Internationallyrenowned Grand
?

?

Master olTacKwon Do
Coach ol the US Nalional
Toam (1979)
Presidonl's Award, USTKDIU

(1995)
? Coach ol Ihe Veat, US Cup
Comm. (1996)

CAMBRIDGE

4925070
2000 Mass.

I

Aye.

located Muck from Porter
Square r-Slup
(..».,.

Mr. Richard Smith

Mr.M.J. O'Malley
\u25a0

4-Timc US. Nalional Champion

(1978-1982)
? U.S. Nafonal Team Caplain
(79-81)
. internationallyCertilieitMaster

' Intomalonally Certified
?-

Instructor
?
Massachuselis Stale

Champion (1986-87)
' Instructor. Boston School
(1987-92)
? Head Inslmclor, Cambridge
School (1993-Presert)

Instructor

*Automobile
*Ambition
*Attitude +

Mr. J.S.Chung
? Degree in Tae Kwon Do
torn Kyung Hee University
Korean Army Champion
('9l-92)
? InlomalionallyCctlifed
?

Inslmclor

Call today
McDermott Realty Associates,

.

TODAY!

QUINCY

BOSTON 266-5050

773_200°

CALL

US

I», T^lrrv Avenue
a

hi 6
(loaned.) tmti frmKamn)
'

Inc.

787-5851
Ask for Jerry

1453 Hancock St
(In Quiitcy Center)
»,..M>toia.r«.

-

_

.
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THE HEIGHTS
to

list.

Too many

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
No pressure,..No 8.5....N0 used car salesman.
Just honest, reliable service from the most professional and knowledgeable agents in the B.C.
rental community. Your time is valuable. We
won't waste it. Please call today. AT HOME
REALTY 738-1820
Prime Cleveland Circle Modem 5 bedroom,
2 baths, kitchen, living room, dining room,
large extra finished room in basement, fireplace, and garage parking, $5000/mo. Available 9/98.
Brighton Selkirk Rd. 2 units available, modem4 bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen, and living room.
2 parking spots. Great unit and location. $3000/
mo. Available 9/98. '
Brighton- 1721 Commonwealth Aye, Unit #1
3 bed, modem kitchen, and 1.5 baths. Large
rooms and back porch. $2200/month. Available
9/1/97.
137 Chiswick #6, renovated 3 bed, 1 bath, and
eat-in kitchen. Heat and hot water included.
-

-

mo.

$1800/

141 Chiswick #3, renovated 3 bed, 1 bath, and
eat-in kitchen. Heat and hot water included.

mo.

$1800/

141 Chiswick #6, renovated 3 bed, I bath, and
eat-in kitchen. Heat and hoi water included.

mo.

$1800/

All Chiswick units have washer and dryer in the
apartment and garage parking is available.
Houses available Comm. Aye, Kinross Rd.,
Nottinghill Rd., Mi. Vernon Rd!
DISCOUNTED FEE!!!
For more information, call: 617-553-0657
?

www.bostonapartments.com

(other units available)
GREENLINEREALTY
BEACON ST. @ CLEVELAND
CIRCLE
731-5434
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING SPECIALISTS
BEST SELECTION & BEST PRICES
MANY EXCLUSIVE LISTINGS
We will pick you up and drop you off, or walkin... No appointmentneeded.
14 BEDS...Kent the whole house! Totally redone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking, gigantic
rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and porches.
Monster!... $3800 each.
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
12BEDS...WalfmgrordKd. House., .absolutely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms. 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, more! $7400 all utilities included.
(Home of Pete the Greek)
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
"

1956

11 BEDS. ..Modem townhouse on Comm

Great space

25

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
5 BEDS.. .Beacon Si. (Near Store 24). Kenovated buildins, baths, and large rooms... belier
view than theTop of the Hub.S3 loo.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
4 BEOS. ..Smack dab on StrathmoreRd.. Beautifulbrownstone...superbunique detail, parking

inc. Don't miss this one! $2500
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
4 BEDS. ..Great home on Gerald. Suburban

feel...two seconds from the city! Maybe some
parking inc. This apartment is so close to campus you will have to think of new excuses to
playhooky, and 0n1y...52850.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
4 BEDS.. .Commonwealth Aye., Location, locat ion, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin fever
is impossible with a living room like this...

yours for the low price 0f...52000.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

3-4 BEDS... Many Clamdge House units avail-

able. Call

to

block them how you like!

$2100-

-$2500.
GREENLINE REALTY:

617-731-5434
3 BEDS.. Newly painted, hardwood tloors!
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

(617) 731-5434

REDUCED FEES on (hese PRIME B.C
BUILDINGS through AT HOME REALTY
only! The heart ol Cleveland Circle.
Awesome BC location. 1932, 1942. and 1950 Beaand
7
St.,
Large
con
3
Sutherland Rd.
and
modem, 2beds from $ 1450,3 beds from$ 1800.
Won'l last. Drastic fee reductions...save hundreds! Call today. AT HOME REALTY 738-1820.
731-0101 Hillside Properties Inc 731-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE HOUSING
SPECIALIST
.

We have tons of em.
$1250-$l6OO. Call today!

2 Bedrooms.

January 26,1998

Un Shuttle, huge house, extra large
bedrooms, many doubles, modem kitchen, 3
baths, parking available, only $400 per person
$5,100.
8 Beds

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
Utt Comm Aye, on shuttle. Triplex,
hardwood floors, large rooms, heated, 2 full
porches,
free laundry, ONLY $400/pebaths,
rson
$4,000.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
7 Beds

-

3 BEDS... Beautiful modem townhouse near

7 Beds Duplex, Cleveland Circle, brand new,
hardwood floors, deck, laundry, dishwasher
and disposal, garage parking, only $500/person
$5,000.

Cleveland Circle... Modern kitchen and bath
pkg. $2500
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

6 Beds- Walkingdistance,Charming, Immaculate, sunny, gleaming hardwood floors, fire-

3 BEDS...Cityside

at

Cleveland Circle,,.Block

them anyway you like...we only have a few left,
so don't delay... $1600-$l9OO (good for up to
5).

-

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
place, 2 full baths, parking, laundry, only $450/

person 4,5000.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
i Beds
Extra large, very sunny, hardwood
floors, modem El X kitchen, 2 full baths, heated,
parking, on shuttle, only $425/person $2,600.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
5 Beds- In house,3inin. walk to campus, quite,
hardwood floors, extra large, cat in kitchen,
parking available,only$380/person
$1,900.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
-

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434

2 BEDS. ..Live m Cleveland Circle... Kenovated 2 bed. dishwasher, disposal. Near shops
and shuttle... $1650.

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
at Kesevoir place.

2 BEDS. ..Penthouse 2 Bed

All modern, laundry. Pool great for 3. $1800.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS...Commonwealth Aye... All modem
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cute, cozy, & only
$1600 (perfect for 4).

GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
2 BEDS.-.Sutherland Rd... What more do
want? Everything modem, dishwasher &

you

disposal, Cityside, Pino's, C-Line, D-Line,
BC shuttle, heat, hot water... too much
information,., going to expolde!!! $1350.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
The preceding is just a sampling ot what we
have... Many more exclusive listings. Call us
today and tell us where you want to live!
GREENLINE REALTY
1956 Beacon St at Cleveland Circle

4 Beds near Chansky s. Duplex, ultra modern,
wall to wall, modern kitchen, 2 baUis. deck,
-

skylights, 2 car parking, laundry, only $400/
person $2,400.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
4 Beds

-

on hosier St.,

in house,

dining room,

fireplace, modem kitchen, porch, laundry, ga$2,850
rage parking, only $475/person
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
4 Beds

-

on Comm Aye., clandge house, many

available from $1,800 to $2,200
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
in house, hardwood tloors, eat in
4 Beds
kitchen, dishwasher/disposal, 2 porches, 2 car
parking, good location for parties, only $500/
person $2,000.
-

Call: Hillside Properties. Inc. 731-0101.

NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL
527-6655

4Beds- In house.on hosierSl.,on Shuttle bus,

3 mins walk to campus, hardwood floors, eat in
kitchen, parking available, only $450/person

$1,800.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
3 Weds - across trom Cityside. gleaming hard-

wood floors, modem kitchen, walk in closets,
swimming pool, includes heat and hot wa-

$1,800.
Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101
J Beds L)n Chiswick Kd, wall to wall carpeting. modern eat in kitchen, washer and dryer in
Ihe unit, includes heal and hot water $1,700.

ter

Call:

-

Call: -Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.

Uur expert lnendly stall looks lorward to serving all your off-campus housing needs. We take

pride in our excellent reputation & our ability to
provide personal service. We will walk you
through each step of therental process in the
hope of making it as painless & hassle free as
possible.
NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.

527-6655
NEXT MOVE REALTY HAS HOUSES IN
ALL THE MOST DESIRABLE LOCATIONS!:
THESE INCLUDE EVERYTHING FROM
OLDER CHARMING MANSIONS TO
BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY
TOWNHOUSES. THE AVERAGE RENT
PER PERSON IS $400-$450
NEXT MOVE REALTY
27A COMMONWEALTH
AVENUE CHESTNUT HILL
527-6655
REMEMBER THE BEST & THE BIGGEST
HOUSES GO FAST! NOW ISTHETIMETO
MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO COME IN
TOSEEANDRENTTHESEHOUSES'.Make
your next move TO NEXT MOVE REALTY
527-6655.

I Beds ott Comm Aye, in houses, buildings,
1,000 to $1500.
many available, from

The lollowing is a sampling ot our listings:
One of the best offcampus houses! Two huge 7

3 Beds on Comm Aye, wall to wall carpeting,

dishwasher/disposal, porch, heat
and hot water included, only $410/pe-

1 1/2 baths,

rson

$1650.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
3 Beds on shuttle, wall to wallcarpeting, very
sunny, modern kitchen, dishwasher/disposal,
porch, only $465/person $1400.
Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
-

3 Beds BC community, extra large, hardwood
floors, sunny, porch, includes heat and hot
-

parking available, only $370/ pe-

water,

rson

$1475.

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
2 Beds In house, Duplex, ultra modem, wall to
wall, eat-in-kitchen, 2 full baths, washer and
dryer in the unit, 2 car parking $1,600.
-

-

Call: Hillside Properties, Inc. 731-0101.
MANY MOKE AVAILABLE
CALL NOW:
Hillside Properties 731-0101 / Next to
Chansky's / 1694 Comm Aye
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES! WELCOMEBACK! HAPPY NEW YEAR! 1998
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR
IS HERE
APARTMENT YET? TIME TO
RENT WE HA VETHE BIG HOUSES IF
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR CLOSE TO
CAMPUS! BUTTHEY ARE GOING FAST!
NEXT MOVEREALTY IS THE OLDEST,
MOST REPUTABLE OFFICE SPECIALIZING IN B.C. OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING.
WE ARE LOCATED ACROSS THE
STREETFROM ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH
NEAR WHITE MOUNTAIN CREAMERY
(TWO DOORS WEST) CALL NOW! 527-6655 TO SEE THE BEST SELECTION OF
EXCLUSIVE HOUSES & APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE

'

bd units in beautiful 2 family on COMM AYE
ON SHUTTLE 5 baths, two kit's, laun, prkg.
Good for group of 13 or 26. $384 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
Two 5 bed units in same house offCHESTNUT
HILL AYE. Has lots of character & Charm & 8
car parking Feels like a real home! Cheap! Less
than $400 Ea. For 5-12.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Incredible brand new 8 bd hse off FOSTER
prkg. 2 kit's, fab deck Must see .'For5-10. $416
ea.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Uorg 8 BED sglejam hse on GERALD RD
frpl, 3 new baths, mod kit, prkg.For 8-9. $430
ea.

Aye,

& location...live

$6400 or $2200

like a Bostonian!
each level
4 beds, one 3
(two

bed).

GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
10 BEDS. ..NewIy remodeled mansion on
Chiswick! Breathtakingdetail...byappointment
only! $7000.
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
9-10 BEDS...Legendary house on Kinross...Otis
Day & theKnights favorite place to p1ay...56200.
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
9 BEDS, ..Couldn't ask for a better location. A
4 1/2 and a 5 bedroom apartment right around
the comer from Mary Ann's. Accessible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketball and tennis courts at the end of
thestreet!...s2soo.
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
8 BEDS... The heart ot Cleveland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four
bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
$2700 and $1800!!!
GREENLINEREALTY: 617-731-5434
8 8ED5.. .8 bed on Wallingford Kd. All we can
say is thai their ain't nothin' better. Comfort-

ably holds 11 people. Modem kitchen & dishwasher, washer/dryer in the apt. (not coin operated). Has a full dining room. Spread out over 3

levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL - WE
REPEAT ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of day5...54200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
7 8ED5. ..3 bath, newly renovated kitchen and
bath. 10 people o.k. $4200.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
-

painted, hardwood tloors.
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
6 BEDS... Gerald Kd. In charming house close
to school. Good for 9. $4000
GREENLINE REALTY: 617-731-5434
6 BEDS. ..CooI 6 bed on the Right ot South St.
Easy walking or biking distance to BC (unless
you are super lazy). To cheap to list! $3600
6 BEDS. ..NewIy
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CAMPUS REPS: SELL 5 AND GO FREE!

Can

you believe other bankc

charge you a fee

every time you

overspend a little? How lama Is that? The Student. Value Package
from Bankßostoh giver- you Overdraft. Protection,1 po you're free
to pursue the finer things in life. And you'll Save' 20% at Papa
Gino's when yau show your Bankßoston Card, student XD and one
of our coupons: To open your Student Value Package, stop by your
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"NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

LAND CIRCLE.ABSOULTEL YBEAUTIFUL! Two baths, laundry.All new! Good for
5-11. $440 ea.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

Wondertul 7 bd sgle lam on LAKE ST rrpl's

large kit, nice yard, prkg. Good for 10. $350 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

Lovely is bed on FOSTER. Charming & spa-

cious, great landlord. BEST BARGAIN
AROUND! Good for 6-7. $340 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
Huge 4 bd houses on RADNOR & CROSBY
all renova'd & gorg! Beaur decks! For 5-6.

Several huge modern 3-4 beds nearChansky's,

large common areas, two baths, parking, laundry. Good for group of 5-6. $400 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE

?

WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

$415 ea.

Sunnmg 6 bd hse on GEKALD KD, character
frpl, prkg, Yard, 2 baths, group of 9. $440 ea.

NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Great 5-6 Bed HOUSE ON SOUTH ST. 2
Huge
baths.
gorgeous kitchen, parking. $500
per person max. 10 people.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-«55
rab S&6 bed two family house

in

Awesome 4-12 bd bldg

in

heart ot CLLVE-

LANDCIRCLE. Beststudentbldg.groupof 6,
12 or 18. $400 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Nicest 3 or 6 BED house in CLEVELAND
CIRCLE Knockout place! For 4-10 $460

CLEVE-

includes all
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
One ot the biggest

&

best! UITKK COMM

AYE Huge 4 bd biggest liv rm ever! Chanri
galore! 2 baths Quiet tenants only! For group

0f6....5400ea.

MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
street near BLUEHUGE4BKDSquiet
TWO
STONEBISTRO porches, yard, GOOD FOR
5-10. $440 EACH.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
hour fabulous

huge 4 BhU condos on

CHISWICK AWESOME STUDENT BLGD!
Each good for 5 laun prkg $350 each
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655

Biggest 4 bd close to CITYSIDE CLEVELAND CIRCLE. All student bldg. Good for6.

$400 ea.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Wonderful spac 4BED in great house on FOSTER. Good for 6. $400 EACH.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Lux 3 bd hse on GERALD KD irpl, laun, prkg,

lrgt livingarea, yard. Fab Loc! $500 ea. Group
of 5.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Large 3 bd m house. Living/dining rm with
frpl. Cannot getany closer to campus. Plenty of
parking. Good for 4 or 5. $420 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
Spacious, sunny 3bd in student building J*arking available. Good for 4. $368 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655

WE TAKE SWIPE-IT CARDS.

m

C

\jT

332-7222
782-5655
NEWTON CAMPUS

(617)254-2900

MEGA DEAL
ANY PIZZA ANY

tf|
QQ
77
<f

TIME
UNLIMITED TOPPINGS! T
?

Choose from
Classic Hand Tossed, Crispy Thin Crust,
or our Flavored Crust.
Medium Deep Dish $1.00 more.
Large Deep Dish $1.50 more.

M

M
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?

A
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\u25bc

Each additional pizza
55.99

coupon necessary! Offer valid for a limited time only. Oder valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays wafers tax whore applicable. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 cash, O 1997 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Just Ask! No

$50 off fee per person
Best & largest selection of houses, condos&
apartments, all close to school and on shuttle
Seen an apartment or house that you like?
We've got it!! We specialize in large groups.
Rent a whole house or a block of 2 or 3 apts
together. Refer any friends to us and we'll

Call us today @ 254-2900.
We'll pick up on campus and promise you

ST"
Ham

SSST
Green Peopera

ON SHUTTLE, 1.5baths EL CHEAPO! For
4-5. $280 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

Awesome 2&3 bds in building next to
Chansky's. Block off apts. For large groups.

Good for 4 or 5 peopleper apt. $350 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
&
building.
2 3 BD in
Live in the heart of
Cleveland Circle in these legendary apts. Good
for 4 or 5. $340 ea.
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY
building
2 BD in
on upper Comm. Aye. Shuttle
and T right out front. Good for 4. $312 ea.
MAKE YOUR NEXT MOVE
WITH
NEXT MOVEREALTY 527-6655
1 wo tab. Huge 2 BDS on FOSTER in gorg 2
fam, pkg, laun, all the pluses. Good for 4-8.
$450.
MANY, MANY MORE AVAILABLE.
CALL AND WE WILL FIND ITFOR
YOU!
NEW LISTINGS DAILY
27A COMMONWEALTH AYE,
CHESTNUT HILL MA 02167
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-

A'l TENTION SOPHOMORES!!! EARLY
LOOKERS GET THE GREATPLACES &
HOUSES FOR SEPTEMBER OF '98
NOW!!! CALL NOW FOR A SNEAK PREVIEW OF HOUSES & APARTMENTSFOR
NEXT YEAR!!! Just a few listings?
14 BED
Great mansion near Bluestone Bistro, hardwood floors, four baths, two kitchens,
parking, etc. $450+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900

CANCUNfTOI

JAMAICA
FLORIDA liltlj
Call today! Space

is limited

1800648-4849
ie.

On-CampujColl
Jaml«SnoHlcl@«s3.39Bo

C

Cheesy Bread
Coke p tet Coke, Or Sprite

Hot Banana Poppers
Orrrons

Bacon
Extra Chsese

I

Twisty Br©<2d
Buffalo Wings

Mushrooms

Attractive mod spacious 3 bd on COMM AYE,

?

.

Papperoni

NEXT TO WHITE MOUNTAIN
CREAMERY

-

Off Campus Housing source
Eagle Sophomores save $$$

BC's #1

LOWER/UPPER CAMPUS

Boston College

THE HEIGHTS
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CONFIRMATION

DONEGAL TRUST
APARTMENTS

APARTMENTS
NO FEE

EXCELLENTSOUTHSTREETLOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLEBUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7MIN)

ONE, TWO,
THE UNVERSITY CHAPLAINCY
announces
"First" meetings for those seeking the
SACRAMENT OF CONFIRMATION.
Monday, January 26 from 7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Tuesday, Janaury 27 from 5 P.M. to 6 P.M.
St. Joseph's Chapel [Gonzaga Hall On Upper Campus]

Interested people should sign up in the Chaplains'
Office, McElroy 215

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $800 TO $1750
INCLUDES HEAT
& HOT WATER
&

LARGE EAT-IN CABINETKITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE
REAR OF B UILDING
CABLE READY BUILDING.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
617-738-7870

Heights
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12BED ?Near 2000 block Comm. Aye, block
this brownstone with your friends, three kitchens, three baths, etc, $425 each
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
10 BED Cleveland Circle, great size bedrooms, hardwood floors, large ultra modern
?

kitchen, ereat location, $450+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
?
8 BED
Near Ureychtt Hail, exquisitely
renovated house withall the bells and whistles!
New floors, kitchens and baths, parking, laundry, etc. Walk to B.C. $450+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
7 BED
NearFoster Street, one ot a kind arts
& crafts style house, fireplace, two modem
bathrooms, modern kitchen, laundry, parking,
walk to BC, $465+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
6 BED
Near BC Main Gates, great roomy
duplex,two baths, large modem kitchen, fireplace, hardwood floors, laundry,parking, walk
?

?

BC, $465+

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
6 BED ? Near Bluestone Bistro, ultramodern
house, great kitchen, two baths, great condition.
parking, two steps from shuttle, $460+
GREATPLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
5 BED
Cleveland Circle hotspot! Ureal
apartment in brownstone, new kitchen and baths,
wall to wall carpet, parking. laundry, $450+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
4 BED ? All student building, huge living
rooms, modem kitchen and baths, parking $425
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES 964-8900
?

Call us now for EARLY and BEST

SELECTION!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
Attention Sophomores: September '98

Apartments and Houses are going fast. Don't
miss out on an opportunity torent a great unit or
units fornext year. We specialize in large groups
and have many houses and apartments available
foryou to see today. Our agents will pick you up
and show the best places available for off campus housing. Call us today on the ads listed
below. Ask about our 1/2 and low fee specials.

EAST COASTREALTY...739-2211
4-5 BED on Beacon St.. in brownstone huge
modem kitchen dining room, porch, big bedrooms rt across from Store 24 in Cleveland

Circle. A must see.
EAST COAST REALTY.. .739-2211

3 BEDS at Lakeshore Dr. Lakeshore Estates.

Plenty to choose from. Pool, parking, central A/
C. staning at $1500.00 great units.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

EAST COAST REALTY .739-2211.

12 BED on Walhngtord Kd. Huge house, two
kitchens, 4 levels, three decks, walk to shuttle.
A great deal. $9000.

3 bed on Beacon St. in brownstone modem
kitchen and bath. Watch the marathon from

your living room. $1700.00.
EAST COASTREALTY...739-2211
3 BEDS on Egremont and Cummings. Huge
apartments in goodconditionwith parkingavail.,
porches, the best deal in town. Realtor fee as low

EAST COASTREALTY-739-2211

8 BED on South St. Huge apartment 2 tlrs, 2
baths, porch, walk rt to campus, renovated, one

of the last near school.
EAST COASTREALTY...739-2211
7 BED in Cleveland Circle. Your own house
pkg, 3 baths, 3 levels, awesome location..

as $300.

EAST COASTREALTY...739-22U
huge apt with
modem kitchen, many to choose 1653-1661.
3 BED on Commonwealth Aye,

$4000.00

EAST COASTREALTY...739-2211
6 BED in Cleveland Circle 2 bathstop fir ot
house porch washer dryer, pkgjust renovated 2
firs incredible.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
5 BED SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE 2 baths
pkg modern dish & disp, working fireplace,
steps from the T. Call today. $2900.00.
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4 BEDS on Commonwealth Aye. Huge modern
with parking, great for 6 rt on T. We have 6-7
available. Call now!
EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211
4BED on Strathmore Kd. in brownstone brand
new huge modern kitchen, 2baths, porch, study,
and parking available, on gorgeous tree-lined
street. There are no better units available any-

$1800.00

EAST COASTREALTY...739-2211
2 BED GOOD FOR 3 parking rt on 2012
Commonwealth Aye. Modemkitchen and bath.
You can throw a rock to campus. $ 1200,
EAST COASTREALTY...739-22U
Psychotherapy/Counseling
Experiencing difficulties with School, SubAbuse,
Relationships,Depression? Exstance
perienced, Therapist BC Grad School Alumnus. Treatment covered by Boston College Stu-

Health Plan. Massachusetts Licensed and
Insured. Office in Cleveland Circle. Andy
Seplow, MSWLICSW 617-739-2066.
dent

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

4BED on Comm. Aye, rt near shuttle in house,
porch, 2 parking, bie bedrooms'. Last one left.
$2000.00.

EAST COAST REALTY...739-2211

&

www.icpt.com
CANCUN SPRING BREAK '98
Prices staning from $419!
Includes 15 free meal plans and free drinks.
Also includes R/T airfare. 7 nites hotel and
transfers.
Call Amanda free today 800-244-4463 or
visit our website at: www.collegetours.com.
**SPKING BREAK 98** Free food and
drinks! Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, and
Florida from just$399, Organize a small
group and travel FREE! Highest commissions
and lowest prices guaranteed. Call Surf &
Sun Tours to become a campus representative

574-7577. Web address:
www.surfandsuntours.com.
***ACT NOW! LAST CHANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6
OR MORE. CALL LEISURE TOURS FOR
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA
AND FLORIDA. 1-800-838-8203/
WW.LEISURETOURS.COM
'?'""\u25a0' Spring Break '98 Get Going!!!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas. & Florida.
Group Discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell 5
& go free!
Book Now!!! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234-7007
http://www.endlesssummertours.com
(800)

www.sunspla.shtours.com

"ys" Ureal rates to: Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & San Juan. Don't
Wait! Selling out fast! 1-800,700-0790.

Spring Break

www.vagabondtours.com.

2 sofas very good condition. One is a fullsize
sleeper. Traditional style with a dark green
fabric. $400 forboth. call: 617-332-3381 Chest(2
BC)
Hill
nut
blocks
from
linden @ mediaone. net.
SEIZED CARSfromsl7s.Porches,Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's.
Your area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-7082 for current listings.

***Spring Break *98 Get Going!!!

Panama Cily beachfront hotels from $99!
7 nights beachfront, Daily free drink parties,
& Free cover at best bars! Visa/MC/Disc/

To place a Classified Ad call (617) 552faxing the
ad. please rncirlde a copy ol the check. Thanks.

-0547 or fax (617) 552-4823. When

BEST HOTELS, LOWEST PRICES. ALL
SPRINGBREAK locations. Florida, Cancun,
ect. from $89, register your group or be our
CampusRep. Inter-campus programs 800-327-

4 BED in Cleveland Circle in house modern
dish and disp parking for 2 cars fireplace, residential area rt near Beacon St. $2450.00.

FORGET THE REST

Amex'
I-800-234-7007. Http://
www.endlesssummertours.com
SPKIMTBKEATC9B
Best & craziest time of your life!
Lowest prices & trip guaranteed!
Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City, FL.
Key West & lots more!
Call Heidi or Karyn 617-965-3544.
SPKINU BREAK**«*UON"I' GET
BURNED***SunSplash Tours!!
THE RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12
YEARS
EXP. Hottest Destinations! LOWEST
PRICES! FREE
Trips. Parties-Drinks!!!!! SunSplash 1-800-426-7710

6013

Free Cash Grants! College. Scholarships. Business. Medical Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-15057.

where.

X

PARTY WITH THE BEST!

TQURSI
SPRING BREAK '98 in CANCUNF
Prices starting

wAv
£

£

INCLUDES:

15 FREE Meals
R/T Airfare
R/T Transfers 4Et 7 Night Hotel Accommodation

C,

For information on a FREE Trip or
Reservations call Amanda at

>^>

-

E
www.collegetours.com! X

800-244-4463 or
visit our website at

6 weeks, 6 credits, about $2,400 including tuition, foom
board, books, and airfare.

&

?

Term 1: May 26-July 2 Term 2: July 6-August 14
www.summer.hawaii.edu
toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628
?

?

Universi^^^^awai^^anoa^un^m
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Your success matters at Fleet. That's why we put the
strength and resources we have as an innovative industry
leader behind your success. We offer a diverse range of
jit, A
opportunities, and a strong mix of family-focused
'}&CtirfosS'.
(ffi3*SA
,|> benefits that enable you to balance your work and
personal life
Ty-vl "Vl(*Cl
Choice of medical/dental plans
> \u25a0* g Tti/t/on reimbursement 8 401 (k) with
company match \u25a0 Wellness program W Stock
purchase plan X Employee Assistance Plan U Dependent
Care Referral Program S Volunteer Days

i

I

Join us at Fleet, and your success will be a matter of growth and rewards.

CUSTOMER DATA MANAGEMENT
&

ANALYSIS DIVISION

Fleet's Customer Data Management & Analysis group is responsible for providing
expertise in database marketing, quantitative analytics and management reponing
to business units throughout Fleet, supporting business line strategic planning
information-based marketing program development, direct marketing campaigns
and individual sales initiatives. Opportunities currently exist for motivated individuals to join our team and succeed with an industry leader.

MONTfGO BAY!!!

Database MarketingAnalysts,
Target Marketing

Boston

Heart, oijto

oNff lovf. oijto

Gftafc-t ntOTY!!!

IT'S THAT TlMc OF TeAG WHeN THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS COHe
TO Jamaica TO Feel aIBiGHT FOR AN UNBelieVAßle PGiCeK!

I

-

PACKAGE INCLUDES-

*
?

?

uT?h,c \u25a0ku..~? m
7 Nights
Hotel Accommodations
Round-Tnp Airport & Hotel

*

»"*»
tMM
fne Mntfsslon to "DM Bods
»

?Round-Trip Airfare
.

Free Welcome, Beach

*

,

?

Transfers
?

Discounts on Restaurants

?

Prolessionai un-Site
nwB,W
Complete Weekly Activities
?.??
o«.-.o m ?«
n?n??oi
Program
Optional
Ottering

Sons« eratee. Boom Cnilse.
Mraier Snorts a Side Excursloiis
Toga Party a Mora!
Neon Packages
?free Bonos Party Pack
Available from 5459

We are seeking individuals to assist in prioritizing and selecting concepts to pursue
by determining technological feasibility of data availability, list development and
program tracking. You will assist in coordinating other campaign programs; develop
target specifications and provide list scrubbing, ordering, preparation and quality
control; and track, gather and analyze program results. Qualifications include:
\u25a0 Experience using managementdecisions support software and with ad hoc
query and reporting
\u25a0 An analytical mind and the aptitude
Mm**.
to learn technical tools as a means of
£j»
solving technical problems essential
*<~ft s\
\u25a0 Expertise with SAS preferred
JX.
\u25a0 Programming experience a plus
If you would like to learn more
about Fleet's Database Marketing

Analyst opportunities, please

1 "Jfaft,

attend our Information Session.

SUM SPLASH TOURS
\

i

SOQ-426-7710

STUceNT TfJAVn. SfCViCfS

""~

I

1 SQO-&48-4S49

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; NY, BWI/Wash, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus. Nashville, New Orleans,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh departures. Other cities may qualify for reduction or require surcharge. US and Jamaica departure
taxes (currently $57) and $9 handling charge additional. Add $30 for 3/6,7.6/98 bookings. Rates inqroase $30
on 12/15/97. Peak-week surcharges/ofl-week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply. Limited
availability. Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability.
'
"
.. j
?

Ifyou are interested in applying for a position

with Fleet,
you will be asked to submit your resume to The Career Center
during our formal resume collection process, February 2 February 5.
We will be conducting on campus interviews with all qualified candidates
Ion Tuesday, March 10.

I

.

to
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The

'

\u25a0

JMFleet

Ready When You Are"
Fleet values diversity: We are an

Affirmative Action/Equal OpportunityEmployer M/F/D/V

'
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

January 26,1998

THE HEIGHTS

Upcoming

lB

Events

Friday, February 20
77je?

AHANA Leadership Council presents

DOCS lie lieVeF

The Sth Annual AHANA Ball

Calllll**^

"Too Marvelous for Words"

Friday, February 20th

8:00 p.m.

1 :oo
1

Discriminatory

p.m.

Uoroccmant

The Weston Hotel, Waltham

llllilllot-Lirie

lransportation, dinner, and souvineers

provided..

I

Semi-formal dress required.

Applications for the AHANA
Leadership Council are available in the

,

656-UGBC
All calls are confideivtlpL:

Cabinet Office, McElroy 123.
Deadline is Friday, January 3 at 5:00 p.m.
Submit to the Cabinet Office.

Contact us at 2-3490 or www.bc.edu/ugbc

i

